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Twenty-six members of the
graduating class of 1976 at Mw-ray High
School were initiated into National
Honor Society, one of the highest honors
awarded by the school, in beautiful and
impressive ceremonies this morning.
The group includes: Kate Apperson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Apperson; Bill Bailey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Bailey; Tammy Curd,
- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Freed Curd;
Bruce Clayton, son of Dr. and Mrs.
James D. Clayton, Cindy and Becky
Gould, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Gould;
Todd Harrison, son Of Mr. and Mrs.
Carroll F. Harrison; Mark Homra, son
of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Homra; Gary
Hainsworth, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Jerome Hainsworth; Brenda Hough,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. L Hough,
Lisa Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Alivs Jones;
Tarpley Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall Jones; Donna Heathcott,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Heath-
cott; Sally Matarazzo, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Sal Matarazzo;
Jim Pinkston, son of Mrs. Lee
Pinkston and Dr. Bill Pinkston;
Tommy Pasco, son of Mr. and Mrs.




Darrell Overby, a sixth grade student
at Southwest Elementary, collected
$169 in pledges to win the 10-speed
bicycle which was the grand prize for
the Cystic Fibrosis Jog-Bike-A-Thon,
chairman Mike Brandon announced
today.
The bike, purchased at cost from
Spoke & Pedal with donations from the
Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank,
 will
be presented to Overby within the 
next
week.
"Thus far, we have over $560 which
has been turned in from the event,
"
Brandon said.
-We did not set any goals but that
figure certainly surprises us,- he ad
-
ded.
Just over $800 was pledged and there
are still participants who have 
not
turned in their money. Those who h
ave
not turned in their money are urged 
to
do so within the next few days so the
 list
of prize winners can be completed.
All of the proceeds from the jog-bik
e-
a-thon will go to the Bluegrass Chap
ter
of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
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of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ransom; Sarah
Ross, daughter of Mrs. Lucille Ross and
Mason Ross;
Lisa Winters, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Ken Winters; Bill Boston, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fil Boston; Debbie
Cunningham, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Mark Cunningham; Marla Daniels,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Daniels;
David Frank, son of Dr. and Mrs. Jim
Frank; Debbie Emerson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Emerson; Sharon
Steele, daughter of Mrs. Ophie Steele;
and Sue Windrun, daughter of Mrs.
Patricia Quinn.
William R. Kopperud, a 1960
graduate and member of National
Honor Society, conducted the initiation.
Kopperud, also a graduate of Murray
State University and the University of
Tulsa, has had several years' work in
personnel and labor management in
Dearborn, Michigan, and has returned
to Murray to open his own real estate
agency.
The four requirements for mem-
bership in National Honor Society are
scholarship, character, leadership, and
service to the school. Alumni were
present to pin the new members.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY—These 26 
members of the 1976
graduating class of Murray High School were 
initiated into the National
Honor Society in impressive ceremonies at the h
igh school this morning,
Staff !Moto b Did Hill
Carter Gains Unexpected Lead In
Delegates With Pennsylvania Win
PHILADELPHIA AP ) — Jimmy
Carter has combined his big victory in
Pennsylvania's Democratic
presidential preference primary wit
h
an unexpected lead in the crucial ba
ttle
for the state's national conventio
n
delegates.
The former Georgia governor,
boasting that "we're now No. 1," ha
d
won or was leading for 61 of the sta
te's
178 delegates as the vote count 
con-
tinued today. Some results wer
e not
expected until Friday.
President Ford, unopposed in P
en-
nsylvania and apparently assured 
of all
103 Republican delegates, was in 
Texas
preparing for the important Ma
y I
primary there.
Ford emphasized law and order 
in a
speech prepared for a meeting in 
Tyler
of three law groups. He decried 
"simple
solutions to complex problems
" and
said he is determined t
o keep
Americans safe from crime at 
home
and from war and aggression 
abroad.
The President apparently s
ought to
stake out an issue of his own 
against
challenges to his defense poli
cy from
former California Gov. Ronald 
Reagan.
But he wound up with a ple
dge to
"continue to insure that the
 United
States of America is 
unsurpassed in
military capability" — a 
pledge he
seems compelled to make 
everywhere
because of Reagan's persiste
nt cam-
paigning on that issue.
Correctly predicting that the 
people
wouldn't listen to the party bosse
s and




demolished his chief foes — Sen. 
Henr:
M. Jackson of Washington and 
Arizonn.
Rep. Morris K. Udall — in the
 non-
binding popularity contest. A
labama
Math And Science Fair
To Be Held On Saturday
More than 1.200 elementary, junio
r
high, and high school students from 
21
West Kentucky counties and th
ree in
West Tennessee are expected 
to
compete Saturday, May 1, in the ann
ual
Murray State University Mathemat
ics
and Science Fair. The three Tenn
essee
counties to be represented are Stewa
rt,
Montgomery and Henry.
This year's fair, expected to includ
e
more than 600 exhibits in six scie
ntific
areas, will be held for the first tim
e in
the new Livestock and Exhi
bition
Center on the University's agricu
ltural
laboratory farm one mile west of th
e
campus.
RECREATION TRAINEES — Amon
g the 15 trainees in the first cycle of a
program initiated last week by
 Murray State finis ersity to
 prepare older
adults as recreation technicia
ns for health care facilities in the Jacks
on Pur-
chase are (from left) Marilyn C
lark, Helen Brandon, Virginia Converse,
 and
Heloise Roberts, all of Murray
. They are shown with (continuing from
 left)
Rebekah Blaine, director and clinic
al coordinator, Lloyd Brander, recrea
tion
therapist, and Grace Thomas
. senior employment counselor in t
he
Mayfield office of the state Bu
reau of Manpower Services. The 21-
week
program, which began Monday, i
s supported by a S60,798 teaching grant
from the Kentucky Bureau o
f Manpower Services to the Departmen
t of
Recreation and Physical Education 
at Murray State.
Individual and group awards wil
l be
given in each of the six cat
egories, of
which geography is being incl
uded for
the first time this year, on e
ach of the
elementary, junior high and high 
school
levels. The other five cate
gories are
chemistry, physics, earth s
ciences.
biology and mathematics.
Judging of the projects, many 
of
which have been months in develop-
ment stages in the classrooms, 
will
begin at 10 a. m. with the award
s
ceremony scheduled to start at 2:30 p
m. in the arena area of the exhibit
io7
center, which has a seating capacity 
of
more than 2,800.
Judging is based on three area.:
Originality; depth of understanding e'
the project and the ability to discuss 
!i
and the scientific method of 
in
vestigation used to pursue the ob
jective.
The public is invited to view th
e
exhibits from 12 noon until the award
s
ceremony begins at 2:30 p. m.
In addition to the awards to by
presented in the different cat
egories.
• 'best of show" awards will be given 
fe:-
each category on each of the stu
dents.
levels — elementary, junior high 
and
high school.
A -Grand Award also is given 
each
year for the project judged the 
most
outstanding of the entire fair. faYt
year, this was won by Susan Bryant, a
junior at Paducah Tilghman 
High
School with a comparative blood stud'
of a chicken, frog, dog and turtle — 
four
different classes of vertebrates.
The teacher of the student w
innu4.
I. the Grand Award also is presented w
ith
an engraved plaque.
Directing the fair is George N. (Nick
Britt, Jr., an assistant professor in 
the
Department of Mathematics, and h
e is
being assisted by faculty members 
and
graduate students in the College
 of
Environmental Sciences at Mu-.
-ra%
State
Gov. George C. Wallace was a distant
fourth.
But what Carter hadn't predicted,
while Jackson had, was victory in the
delegate contest — and this apprent
upset left Jackson and Udall 'disap-
pointed.
"This slows down our course to the
White House," Jackson said.
"I wouldn't be honest if I didn't tell








Agreement in principal has been
reached on the sale of Wa
llace
Bookstore here to Murray St
ate
University, according to the presid
ent
of the Wallace chain.
Wallace Wilkinson, president 
of
Wallace Bookstores, Inc., said 
this
morning that an inventory is 
being
taken today in preparation for tak
eover
of the business by the university a
round
May 1.
University officials would neith
er
confirm nor deny the purchase of
 the
business. The building, which 
was not
been sold, is owned by Jack Wa
rd, of
Murray, who also owns several ot
her
buildings in the immediate vicinity 
of
the bookstore
Although unconfirmed by university
officials, an official announcement of
the purchase is expected within 24
_hours. Sources close to the issue have
reported that -a tour-year lease- was
signed this morning by university of-
ficials, but that it is highly improbable
that the lease will be utilized for the
entire period by MSU.
Wilkinson said the decision was made
to sell the business because the store is
not doing well financially here.
Wilkinson said that it had become
apparent to the corporation that the
MSU campus is not large enough to
support two bookstores.
Wilkinson did say, however, that it
was the company that approached the
university, expressing a desire to sell.
The sale was not solicited, nor
pressured by the university, according
to the Wallace president.
C-P Walk-A-Thon Set
For Saturday, May 1
The fourth annual Cerebral Palsy
Walk-A-Thon, for those who cannot
walk, will be held Saturday, May 
1.
Mary Jane Howard, coordinator, 
has
announced that registration will begi
n
at 8:00 a.m. at -Hart Hall on theJAS
U
Campus. The 20-mile walk will begin a
t
9:00. Parents who need to contact 
a
walker will be able to do so by comin
g
to Hart Hall, she said.
The National Secretaries Association
will assist with registration and the
Civitans will help man the checkpoints
and serve the food along the way. The
Four-Wheelers club will be driving the
route with CB radio communications to
block traffic and pick up any tired
walkers. The ROTC Department will be
furnishing and dispensing water 
at
various checkpoints. All com-
munications will be through the
Amateur Radio Club.
Listed below are some of the prizes
which have been donated by local
merchants: bicycle, radio, football and
basketball, baseball glove, game and
flashlight, savings bond and three gift
certificates. Food and refreshments
have been donated by various
organizations.
Sponsor sheets may be picked up in
the office at local schools or by calling
Mary Jane Howard at 753-9727 or Jerry
Morris at 753-1860.
All proceeds will be sent to the
Kentucky office of United Cerebral
Palsy for distribution throughout the
state
Chance of Rain
Chance of rain through Friday. Lo
ws
tonight in the low to mid 40s. Highs
Thursday in the mid to upper 60s. Winds
northeasterly to 10 mph. Chance of rain
40 per cent Thursday.
Outstanding Students
Selected At Calloway
Named the most outstanding senior
for 1975-76 at Calloway County High
School is Miss Linda Lee Avery. Named
the best all around senior girl is Peggy
Rogers and named the best all around
senior boy is Randy Herndon. These
seniors were selected for their
Linda Avery
academic record and extra curricular
activities as well as their involvement
in the total school program, a school
spokesman said. The faculty voted by
these honors.
on seniors nominated forho
Miss Linda Avery is co-valedictorian
of her class of 174 students. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll R.
Avery of Pine Bluff Shores, New
Concord. She has served as president of
Club.
Club this year, secretary of First
member of Clean Teens and French
ub
District Beta Clubs, member of
National Forensic League, past
Linda was a delegate to Girls State
\
1975-76. She has recently received the
honor of being named State DAR
winner. She has received degrees of
merit and honor in NFL, Optomist
Oratorical Award and has won in
Speech and Debate competition in three
events. She has been named to "Who's
Who for American High Schoo
l
Students" and to "The Society fo
r
Outstanding High School Students.
"
Also she served on the staff of the firs
t
school paper, "Theq' Laker.' Afte
r
graduation Linda plans to atten
d
.Murray State University and major
 in
English and Journalism.
The test all-around girl is Peggy Lee
Rogers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Le
e
Rogers of Route 1, Farmington. 
She
ranks fourth in her class of 174 wit
h a -
grade point average of 97.63. Peggy 
has
served as class president, as
 a
cheerleader all four years, a studen
t
council member for four years and 
is
serving this year as secretary of th
e
council. She is a member of Beta Cl
ub,
FHA and FBLA, NFL Speech 
and
Debate and was selected as cl
ass
favorite in sophomore and junior yea
rs.
Peggy has received awards in trac
k
and cheerleading as well as degr
ees of
Merit and Honor in NFL. She has
 won
Peggy Rogers
events in speech, geometry and th
e
W.O.W. award for outstandin
g
proficiency in American History. Sit
e
was named to "Who's Who 
for
American High School Students" and 
to
the "Society of Distinguished Americ
an
High School Students." Peggy plan
s to
attend Murray State University.
The best all-around boy named in the
senior class is Randy Lynn Herndon.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Her-
ndon of Route 5, Murray. Randy ranks
third in the class of 174 with a grade












president of the Student Council, a
member of Beta Club, past member of
SAE, a member of NFL, Speech and
Debate Team at Calloway.
Randy has been named to "Who's
Who for American High School
Students" and to "The Society for
Distinguished High School Students."
He has won several awards in speech
and debate. Other awards and honors
are as follows: First place in State Duet
Acting 1974-75, NFL, Degrees of Merit,
Honor, Excellence and Distinction;
Honors Day Awards in algebra, English
II, Outstanding Dramatics Award.
Most Valuable Speech Team Member
1974-75, Student Council Award, speech
team trophies, Citizen of Month for
November 1975 and has obtained an
FCC Radio Operators License.
Recently, Randy was rated by his
class members as the "Most likely to'
Succeed" and by the faculty as "Best
All ArounelSenior Boy."
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Mitchell and Fisher
Vows To Be Read
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Mitchell of Almo Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sherry, to Dennis Fisher, son of Rufus Fisher of Portageville,
Mo.
Miss Mitchell is a 1972 gradhate of ('-allow aY County High
School. She received her B. S. degree in Speech and English
from Murray State University in December and is presently
studying for her master's degree.
Mr. Fisher is 'a 1969 graduate of Portageville High School. He
received his B. S. degree in Speech and Recreation from
Murray State University.
The wedding will be an event of Saturday, May 8, at seven p.
in. at the Spring Creek Baptist Church with Dr. Jerry Mayes to
perform the ceremony. As only out of town invitations are
being sent, all friends and relatives are invited to attend both
the wedding and the reception.
Miss Cindy McDaniel Honored
At Luncheon At Moore Home
A luncheon honoring Miss
Cindy McDaniel, May 15
bride-elect of Chappell Harris,
Dallas, N. C. was given April-
13 at the home of Mrs. Ray
Moore, of College Farm Road.
Hostesses for the noon event
were Mrs. Moore and her
daughter, Mrs. Paul Wells of
Waco, Texas. They presented
Miss McDaniel with a colorful
shoulder corsage of daisies.
Those attending were Mrs.
Marsha Hortin, Misses Sue
C,4 Scout Troop
Visits Kyle Field
Den One of Cub Scout Pack
76 of North Calloway
Elementary School held its
regular meeting on April 12 at
the school where they worked
on d special project.
After the meeting the boys
toured the Murray-Calloway
County Airport, Kyle Field.
Each boy got to be pilot of a
stationary airplane.
Boys attending were Clint
Barrow, David Lamb, Jim
Nanney, James Peeler., Danny
Pruitt, and Russell Turner.
Ricky Harrison attended the
meeting but did not make the
tour.
laen leaders are Kaye
Nanney and Loretta Barrow.








Ann Wade, Betty Chaney,
Susan Nanney and Debbie
The hostesses and guests
presented Miss McDaniel with







Stephenson. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James E.
Stephenson, has been named
Outstanding Student of the
third nine-weeks period at
Puryear School.
At the end of the school
year, each nine-weeks winner
will be eligible for the final
Student of the Year award.
The awards are sponsored by
the Puryear Lions Club and
the year's top students will





Senior recital of John
Young, Huntsville, Ala.,
piano, will be at seven p.m. in
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, MSU.
Readers Theatre
Show will be at
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m. No charge.
_
Joint senior recital-by Paul
P. Nardi, Frankfort, N. Y.,
tenor, and Nancy E.
Ragsdale, Paducah, soprano,
will be at 8:15 p.m. at Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Thursday, April 29
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
lesson by Arrowhanna Blake
at 10:30 a.m., sack lunch at
noon, and table games at one
p.m.
Criteria for the selections
include desire to do his or her
best in work and for the
school, effort in class, high
academic achievement ac-
cording to ability, and high
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Annual Rotary Ann Banquet
of Murray Rotary Club will be
at six p.m. in ballroom of
Waterfield Student Union
Building, MSU.
Senior recital by Michael
Longdo, Waterford, N. Y.,
French horn, will be at seven
p.m. in Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, MSU.
Murray High School Parent-
Teacher Association's annual
potluck dinner will be at 6:30
p.m. in the cafeteria. A special
program has been planned.
National Conference on
Gifted Children will be at
University Lab School
Auditarium at 8:30 alp.
Contact 762-3817 for in-
formation.
Thursday, April 29
Joint recital by Rita
Reasons, Dyersburg, Tenn.,
clarinet, sophomore, and
Michael J. Shore, Savanna,
Ill., junior, baritone, will be at
8:15 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Carter School PTA will meet
Thursday, April 29, at 2:30 p.
In. at the school. Note the








Mrs. Bessie I. Bynum, Rt. 3,
Mutray, Mrs. Marilyn M.
Thornton, 2112 Coldwater Rd.;
Murray. Marvin Barrow, Rt.
2, Dover, Tn., Miss Marion E.
Harris, 505 S. 6th., Murray,
Mrs. Sharon M. Adams, Rt. 3,
Benton, Miss Leigh A. Carter,
800 Olive, Murray, Donald R.
Henry, 1731 Monroe Apt. No.
C, Paducah, Mrs. Gracie A.
Pennington, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Novella Lamb, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Boyd McClure,
Rt. 4, Mayfield, Joe Nanney
expired), Rt. 1, Almo.
Staff Sgt Philip I Stone
is a member of a
management team that
has been named the best
in the Tactical Air Com-
mand. He is a manpower
management technician
at Seymour Johnson Air
Force Rase, N. C.. with
Detachment 15 of the
4400th Management
Engineering Squadron
which was cited for out-
standing engineering and
managerial services. He is
a 1960 graduate of Lynn-
vale High School, White
Mills, and son of Mr. and
Mrs, Paul D. Stone of last
View His wife the former
Cynthia letton, daughter





Homemakers Club will be at
First United Methodist




Cla%s of Memorial Baptist
Chu..ch will meet at the
Febo vship Hall at 6:30 p.m
Spring Bazaar by Kirksey
and Lynn Grove Senior
Citizens will be in the Central
Shopping Center on Highway
6$1 North, Murray, from tea
a.m. to five o.m.
Jazz Festival opens with
clinics and rehearsal's from
twelve noon to six p.m.,
concert at 7:a0 p.m., and
continuing on May 1 with all
events at University Lab
School Auditorium.
Shopping for Senior Citizens




Thon will be at eight a.m. at
Hart Hall, Murray State. For
information call 753-9727 or
753-1860.
Mothers Day Bazaar,
sponsored by Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi,
will be in front of Singer
Sewing Machine Shop in Bel
Air Shopping Center starting
at ten a.m.
MSU Women's Society will
have a spring brunch at the
Murray Woman's Club House
at 9:45 a.m.
Fish Supper, sponsored by
Alford Masonic Lodge and
Order of the Eastern Star, will
be at Alford Masonic Lodge
Building, Aurora, with serving
to start at 5:30'p.m. Price,




by Men's Club, will be servea




Kick-Off Breakfast for Uicly
Golfers will be at nine a.m. at
the Oaks Country Club.
Derby Day Party at one
p.m. and buffet at 6:30 p.m. is
scheduled at Murray Country
Club with Mr. and Mrs. Darold
Keller as chairmen.
Fun
Dr. Farouk Umar, center, spoke at the meeting of the Kappa Department of theMurray Woman's Club. On the left is Mary lo Bartholomy and on the right, MelissaEasley, Kappa members.
Miss Timmons
Named, Honor
Miss Marilyn J. Timmons,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Timmons of Kuttawa
Route Two, won the National
Business Education
Association Award of Merit
for Outstanding Achievement
in Business aducation at the
Awards Day program held at
Murray State University on
Sunday, April 25.
The wipner is a member of
Pi Omega Pi and Alpha Chi,
according to Dr. Alberta




Mrs. Myrtle Mae Grogan is
now recuperating at her home
after having undergone a
cornea transplant at Madison
Memorial Hospital, Madison,
Tenn
Dr. Umar Speaks On Middle East At Meet
"Middle East—Does It
Affect You'?" was the subject
of the program given by Dr.
Farouk Ulmer at the meeting
of the Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
held on Tuesday, April 13, at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Expressing his opinion on
the Middle East Conflict, Dr.
Umar, professor of Political
Science at Murray State
University, stated that the
Middle East is one of the most
dangerous areas in the world
today in regard to world
peace.
Dr. Umar pointed out that
the conflict is not religious,
but political in nature. The
Arabs are upset over the way
that Israel was set up, and feel
that they were unjustly
punished for Hitler's
misdeeds.
Giving a brief history of the
struggle, Dr. Umar stated that
the. Arabs begin receiving
weapons from the Soviet
Union in 1955, even though
they are not Communists.
Ruth Warren Group Has Meeting
At The Home Of Joanne Windsor
The Ruth Warren Group of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church met in the home of
Joanne Windsor on Tuesday,
April 13.
Members will be respon-
able for providing the
refreshments for the
organizations on the first
meeting of each month from
April through September.
A nominating committee
omposed of Marty Terry,
Jane Willoughby, and Jane
Stallons was appointed. The
slate of new officers is to be
presented by the month of
June.
The group will sponsor a
Senior Citizens Sunday on
May 16 at the church. Lunch




Newsome, Carol Turner, Judy
Smotherman, Jane Willough-
by, Edwina Bucy, Phyllis
Whitney, Grade Holland, and
Jane Sta lions.
The next meeting will be
held May 11 at the home of
Phyllis Whitney.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Futrell
and children, Angie and
Rickie, Simpsonville, S.C.,
have been the guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Brigham Futrell.
During the war of 1967, Israel
obtained more land. The
United Nations asked that
Israel withdraw from the
occupied territory and Israel
refused. In 1973, war again
broke out between the Arabs
and Israelis.
In 1973, Dr. Umar said the
industrial countries realized
how dependent we are on the
Arabs for oil. Because of the
increase in price from $3.00 a
barrel to $11 a barrel, Japan,
England, and France became
more lenient toward the
Arabs, and began pressuring
Israel to give up the unoc-
cupied territories.
Dr Umar stated that he felt
the United States should also
exert pressure on Israel to
sign the peace treaty, and
suggested that this could be
done by withholding aid. Until
Israel agrees, the U. S. will
continue to pay higher prices
for oil and inflation will
continue.
Officers elected for the 1976-





Hostesses for the meeting
were Barbara Rose, Carolyn
Woolley, Anne Kelly
Melissa Easley, Pat Miller,
and Mary Jo Bartholomy.
Ih are happy to an-
nounce that Katie
Blalock. bride-elect of
%like full, has selected
her tableware from our
complete bridal registry.
Katie and 'Nike will








owen's BIG FOOD BARGAINS
U S No I
Red
Potatoes









suit can lead many lives.
This softly sueded nylon
fashion washes and dries
quickly and packs easily,
making it ideal for
swimming, sunning—or






benefit from being served with
cabbage slaw to which thin
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Spring's For Planting Roses
When spring's gently
warmed earth brings forth
the rose bush's first
colorful, fragrant
blossoms, the gardener is
reminded of why this an-
cient flower has remained a
perennial favorite for
centuries.
The most common of
flowering shrubs, the rose's
popularity is accounted for,
in part, by the variety of
species available. It is a
rare lawn that does not
have some rose-bearing
plant: a miniature, a bush,
a tree or a climber. The
color selection is a slice out
of the rainbow's spectrum--
yellows, creams, pinks,
reds, white. When properly
cared for, roses are easily
grown almost anywhere,
and are 'Iways an at-








!morn your local nursery
garden center.
If rose-bearing plants are
already growing in your
ard, now is the right time
for pruning and feeding. To-





Directory is now on sale for
$1.00 at the University
Bookstore, Wallace's
Bookstore, and the Sunshine
Health Food Stere.
Listing information
regarding about fifty people
willing to babysit, the book
also includes tips on choosing
a babysitter, emergency
-phone numbers, and nit-
pyrtant Items to leave the
babysitter
All proceeds from the sale of
directories will go to buy
library books for the local
elementary schools.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Timothy Allen Stephens of
Murray Route Eight was




Fuel Smith of Kirksey Route
One was dismissed April 
20




Hours: 10:00 to 5:00
Mon.-Fri.







Jiffy Sidcfiery, Badge Cross 
Stitch Kits, Bacilia Cross ''.4
Stitch Guilts, Afghan Sits a
lora
brokei t.n sci ig,gI sfluots,
leaving the bush, open for
healthy growth of stronger
canes New green shoots
will soon be appearing oil
your plants as the spring
sun warms the earth
Roses need nitrogen,
phosphorus and potash as
basic nutrients, and these
are available from corn-
inercial ferliors, such as
5-10-5s, or natural materials.
. Sow fertilizer two to three.
inches into still surrounding
perimeter and water af-
terwards For the
healthiest roses, good
feeding practice is to repeat
this process three times
annually once in early
spring, once about the time
ol heavy June bloom, and
once in early August
Watering requirements
+ ary with the climate, but a
good rule ol thumb is to
make sure the roses receive
the equivalent of one inch of
rainfall weekly.
There are certain
common diseases, such as
black spot, and insects,
such as Japanese beetles,
which may be readily
controlled by the use of
properly timed sprays and
dusts Ads-ice and
materials for pest control




serymen, in its ecology-
oriented Green Survival
Program, advises that
spring is an ideal time for
putting in roses, and
suggests that this Bicen-
tennial year is a par
ticularly appropriate a
casion for adding these
flowered beauties to a home
or business landscape to




Chicago (NES) - There are
now more than 30 million
women in this country working
with crafts and almost 7 million
of them are using power tools
of one sort or another.
These tools aren't the big
heavy-duty, stationary grinders,
sanders, and saws normally
found in the husband's work-
shop, but smaller portable
drills, grinders, and jigsaws used
for years by craftsmen and
hobbyists.
"Some of the work being
done by the ladies with power
tools is amazingly precise," said
Dean Peel, vice president-sales,
Dremel Division of Emerson
Electric Co., Racine, Wis., a
manufacturer of hobby power
tools.
HE POINTED OUT, how-
ever, that women just beginning
to work with power tools
should follow some very simple
safety rules:
Read the instruction man-
uals carefully, preferably
before you leave the store
where you're making the
purchase.
2. Wear safety glasses.
3. Keep your body in a com-
fortable position.
4. Hold the work piece (your
project) so that your hands
are well clear of the area
you're working on.
S. If the machine begins to
"stall", back off. Don't over-
tax the tools.
6. Unplug the tools when
you're finished with them.
7. Use the safety guards pro-
vided by manufacturer.
PEEL SAID there are more
than I 0 ,000 crafts stores
throughout the country, many
of which conduct classes on the
use of power tools.
"The whole crafts field just
seems to get bigger and bigger
every year," he said.
Girl Scout Troop
Takes Hiking bit,
The First Grade Troop No.
288 of North Calloway
Elementary School took a
hiking trip to Bear Creek Girl.
Scout Camp.
The members took "sit-
upons" that they had made
and a "nosebag" lunch. The
troop is.. led by Mrs. Larry
Tillman and co-led by Mrs.
Mike Rose and Mrs. Jim
Hays. .
Sixteen girls were
chaperoned by Yvette Pvle,
Cheryl Hudson, Dorotny
Kernel, Anna Tabers, and
Mrs. Larry Black, along with
the leaders. The girls walked
through the camp, picked up
articles, waded in the water,
and had a picnic.
You can make a room seem
warmer by adding a bench




..titmtt scHOOL BOYS CHORUS, directed 1,•
Margaret Porter, will perform p
rior to the opening of
the first Kentucky State Charity Horse Show, Saturday,
May 15th, at 7:30 p.m. This event will be in the Live Stock
Show and Exhibition Center at Murray State University.
Everyone is invited to attend, and tickets are now on
sale. The Boys Chorus will include on the program the
following songs: "Partner and Song," a medley of
American traditional songs, "Shanandoah,""Battle Hymn













- /n A. \a,,ayo)evee(rN
•Niser • Turquoise •( oral
Register for a $25.00 gift certificate to be giv
en
away Saturday, May 8.







Gip thel criepei and Innis to InDen's
 prrion
to Purchase Ikc sac
—Dean_ --Ahh-
Plumber's Wife Would _
Bill in 'Bartered Goods'
By Abigail Van Buren
1076 pry CNNago Trtbune N 0 000/0001 Synd or
DEAR ABBY: A few months ago I had some pl
umbing
done. Due to some financial troubles, I wasn't able 
to pay
the bill within 30 days.
Yesterday I received another bill with a note 
from the
plumber's wife, who does his bookkeeping. I
t read: "Jim
does not expect to take this bill out in 
trade. so please
remit!" And she signed her name.
I sent a check for the full amount and enclo
sed the
following note: "I was not aware that your hu
sband was in
the habit of taking his bills out in trade, but
 if he does, I feel
very sorry for you." And I signed my 
name.
My son saw the note from the plumber
's wife to me and
recommended that I take it to a lawyer and 
sue the woman
for slander.
What would you do? INSULTED
DEAR INSULTED: I would send her a
 get-well card.
She is sick. (I would also let the plumber 
know what kind of
statements his wife is sending out with his 
statements.)
DEAR ABBY: I am a 55-year-old woman 
with a problem
I've never seen in your column.
I have been going with this man for six 
years. He is 43,
and he says he can't marry me because 
he promised his
mama before she died three years ago that he
 wouldn't get
married until his daddy got married, as she
 didn't want his
daddy to be left all alone.
His daddy hasn't got anybody to marry, and 
he isn't even
looking.
Abby, I am no spring chicken, and I need to k
now how I
can get this man to either let me quit him 
or marry me.
NO SPRING CHICKEN IN ADA, OKLA.
DEAR NO: Only a dumb cluck would coop
 herself up
waiting for her boyfriend's daddy to marry.
 Get another
rooster on the roster.
DEAR ABBY: Last night was the last stra
w. I cannot
spend another morning picking up my garb
age after my
neighbor's dog has spread it all over my backyard
. I turned
the porch light on, and I could see Sam's tail 
wagging with
hiS head in my garbage can. Then he t
ipped the can over,
and the garbage was strewn all over my ya
rd.
This morning I called Sam's owner and asked
 him to
please come and clean up ray yard because his
 dog had
turned over my garbage can. He asked me how 
I knew it
was Sam, and I told him I recognized him because 
he comes
over every day to defecate on our grass. Then I as
ked him to
please keep his dog tied up.
He said he couldn't because I was the neighb
or who
complained to the police about his dog's how
ling and
harking when he was tied up. Then he told me to 
get a
garbage can with a good lid on it, and he hung u
p.
Abby. I am ready to move out of this house 
because of
that dog. Can you help me?
.• • - • FORT B
RAGG
DEAR FORT: There ARE garbage cans with lids 
that
are "dog proof" Ask at your hardware store. It's 
much
cheaper than moving.
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 
90069
Endo,- stamped, celladdressecf envelope, please.
Mrs. Farmer Gives Program For
Members Of Faith Doran Circle
The Faith Doran Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
April 13, at two p.m. in the
senior youth room of the
church with the chairman,
Mrs. Carl Harrison, opening
the meeting with scripture
reading and prayer.
Mrs. (laud Farmer was the
leader for the program. She
used for her topic, "A Pattern
of Thinking" by Dr. Charles
Allen.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker who
read Psalm 23 and closed with
prayer.
Mrs. Robert Smith,
secretary, arid Mrs. Isaac
Clanton, treasurer, gave
reports. Announcements of
interest were made by
Harrison. A report on the sick
and shut-in members was
given.
During the social hour the
hostesses. Mrs. Carl Rowland,
Mrs. Aubrey Farmer, and
Mrs. Mattie Parker, served
refreshments to the twenty-
three members present
North Murray Homemakers Meet
With Mrs. Riggins At Her Home
The home of Mrs. Bailey
Biggins on South Sixteenth
Street was the scene of the
meeting of the North Murray
Homemakers Club held on
Friday, April 9, at 1.30 p.m.
Mrs. Greene Wilson and
Mrs. Charlie Crawford
presented the major lesson on
"Up To Date Food Preser-
vation Including _Canning,
Freezing', and Drying." -
The scripture from Psalms
19:1, 24:1, and 1:21 was read
by Mrs. Charles Humphreys




opened the meeting with
prayer. Nine members an-
swered the roll call by naming
a consumer tip. Announ-
cements were made of the
Tasting Luncheon on April 30
and the Annual Day on May 7.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Biggins.
The next meeting will be
held Friday, May 14, at 1:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Ivan
Outland, 509 South Thirteenth
Street, Murray
Mrs. Dian Boyd Is Honored At
Meeting Of Murray TOPS Club
The TOPS 'Club had a
special meeting on Tuesday,
April 20, at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church with all
members weighing in at six
p.m. and the regular meeting
at seven p.m.
Mrs Dian Boyd who has
been leader for the past two
years presented her leader's
pin to the new leader, Dolores
Holzschuk. Mrs. Boyd also
presented each one of her
officers with a gift for their
"4  23640144.
PASCHALL BOY
Mr. and Mrs Tim Paschall
of Mayfield Route Seven are
the parents of a baby boy,
Jarred Timothy, born on
Tuesday, April 6, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Paschall and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Barber of
Sedalia. A great grandmother
is Mrs. Iva Barber of Sedalia.
WALKER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James Boyd
Walker of Hardin are the
parents of a baby. boy, Frank
Edward, born on Wednesday,




A baby boy, Craig Dale, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Dale Oakley of Cadiz Route
One on Thursday, April 8, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have one
daughter, Keana Ann.
Grandparents are Bobby
Oakley and the late Mable
Oakley and Mrs. Arlene
Underhill and the late Grover
Creamer. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Lois Oakley,
Cadiz, and Mrs. Hattie
Jackson of Florida.
BUCY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Bucy of
Mayfield are the parents of a
baby girl, Artie Marie.
weighing six pounds ten
ounces, born on Friday, April
16, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs
Brent Bucy of Buchanan,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Atchison of Puryear, Tenn.
--
WATSON BOY
Pvt. and Mrs. Joe Watson of
Mayfield Route Seven an-
'Bounce the birth of a baby boy
born on Saturday, April 17, at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mrs. Paul
Watson of St. Louis, Mo., and
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth
Alderdice of Mayfield.
faithful work with her during
the year.
The -club appointed Mrs.
-Boyd as the weight recorder
even though she was lost as a
leader. The club presented her
*with a beautiful engraved
silver tray for her two years'
service. This presentation was
made by the co-leader, Nadine
Smith. Shirley Morris,
secretary, presented Mrs.
Boyd with a necklace from the
club for her years as a faithful
leader.
Norman Hainesworth
presented a program on the
theme, "Mind Over Matter."
Iris Casteel was asked to have
charge of the program on
April 27.
The leader started a new

















Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti
and Salad 1/2 Price
Wednesday Night
410 10 p. m.
Includes As Always
FREE REFILLS
You Cant' Eat This Good
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Guest Editorial
IlEARTUNToo Many People
A population growth rate of
1.9 per cent doesn't seem
threatening at first glance. But
that rate, which is the current
one world-wide, will double the
earth's population in 36 years,
according to a new United
Nations report.
Infant mortality rates are
dropping. Life is lengthening.
Between mid-1973 and mid-1974
- the latest period covered in
the U. N.'s Demographic Hand-
book — world population in-
creased by 72 million. Many
countries are desperately
seeking acceptable and prac-
tical ways to lower their bir-
thrates, some with much less
success than the United
Staates:
In India, birth control has
become literally "a question of
life and death," as a parliamen-
tary leader said in urging
stringent government action.
Beyond incentives, "disin-
centives" under discussion in-
clude such measures as
withholding government loans,
grain, fertilizer or other
necessities from uncooperative
families — in other words, with-
drawal of food and credit in a
country where starvation is
hauntingly present...
China has a comprehensive
program of family planning, in-
cluding sex education, delayed
marriage, available con-
traception and free abortion.
This has lowered birthrate, ap-
parently without coercion; still,
China has added nearly 60
million to the world population
in five years.
There is more to family plan-
ning than limiting birth. Birth
Out Of
Practice
Firstit was the doctors being
sued by the lawyers for medical
':maipractice. And now the
:,lawyers are suing each other
for legal malpractice. At the
' rate we're going in the race to
make a living, pretty soon we'll
all be out of practice.
—Hop. (Ark.) Star
control is only part of a more
complex pattern of social
change including, among other
things, old-age security. But a
safe, sure contraceptive, low in
cost and easy- to distribute in
countries where medical care
is at a minimum, should have
priority over supersonic tran-
sports and long-range missiles.
Otherwise, Spaceship Earth
will soon be modeled on
Singapore, where there are
10,000 people and over 1,200
automobiles for each square
mile. At that point carbon
monoxide poisoning may
finally assure zero population
growth, if not zero population.
-Charlotte (N.C.) Observer
10-Yeairs Ago
Murray High School Seniors named
to the National Honor Society were
Linda Allbritten, Barbara Brown,
Linda Brownfield, Carol Champion,
Shirley Cochran, Judy Hargis, Linda
Harris, Rita Hurd, Shirley Lyons, Mike
McDaniel, Mary Jo Oakley, Mary
Robbins, Max Russell, Arlo Sprunger,
Jr., Linn Stranak, and Eddie West.
Deaths reported include Gene Dale
Mohundro, age 40, and Mrs. Oral Smith,
age 74.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray was
elected president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs at the
71st annual meeting held at Lexington.
She will be installed today by the im-
mediate past president, Mrs. Adron
Doran of Morehead.
Mrs. Everett Ward Outland has been
elected president of the Bear Creek Girl
Scout Council.
James C. Dowdy was promoted to the
rank of sergeant in Vietnam while
serving with the Army there.
20 Years Ago
Murray State Athletic Director Roy
Stewart was presented with a plaque
for "Unselfish Service" by Union
University on Citation Day. He
graduated from Union in 1926 and was
active in all sports while there.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jimmie
Clint Lawson, age 75, and Charles H.
Ross, age U.
Miss Ruby Simpson talked about her
experiences while teaching in Turkey
at the meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club. She was introduced by Herschel
Corn.
Freeman Johnson has announced
that he has purchased the Wheatley
Lumber Company on the Hazel High-
way.
Jim's Roller Skating Rink is now
open on North Eighteenth Street.
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered- in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St,. Daytop, clhlo 45415. Seulo.r.
citizens will receive prompt replies.'
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline Interview: James B.
Cardwell, Social Security Com-
missioner
On Oct. 24, 1973, James B. Cardwell
was sworn in as Commissioner of the
Social Security Administration. He had
been with the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare since 1955 and
was budget officer from 1955 to 1957 in
the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation.
From 1957 to 1958, he was a budget
examiner with responsibility over the
Department's health budget in the
Office of the Secretary.
Mr. Cardwell was Assistant Com-
missioner for Administration in the
Food and Drug Administration during
1958-1965. He was appointed in 1965 as
Deputy HEW Comptroller and
Departmental Budget Officer and
served from 1970 to 1973 as Assistant.
Secretary and HEW Comptroller.
He has received numerous awards
-during his tenure with HEW, including
the Department's Superior Service
Award, 1961; the FDA Award of Merit,
1965; the HEW Secretary's Special
Citation, 1968; and the HEW certificate
of Outstanding Performance, 1968. He
received the National Civil Service
League Career Service Award in 1971,
and the Rockefeller Public Service
Award in 1974.
Mr. Cardwell and his wife, the former
Mary Louise Sheppard of Kansas City,
Kan., live in Rockville, Md. They have
four sons.
- Following is the first part of Hear-
tline's interview with Cardwell. Part
two will appear in Friday's Heartline
column.
Heartline: What are your primary
duties as Commissioner of Social
Security?
Mr. Cardwell: The Commissioner is
responsible for the administration of
the Social Security cash benefits
programs of retirement, survivors and
disability insurance; hospital and
medical insurance under Medicare;
and the Supplemental Security Income
(SSD program for the needy aged,
blind and disabled.
Heartline: Do you feel that there
should be general revenue payments
into the Social Security funds?
Mr. Cardwell: Most of Social
Security's success and acceptance over
the years is due to the fact that benefits
are paid as an earned right. Any
measure that tends to dilute this
principle could, in the long run, be
detrimental to the program. There is, I
believe, a distinct possibility that the
use of general taxes in lieu of the
dedicated taxes might eventually dilute
the earned-right principle. What would
happen, I believe, is that the difference
between social insurance and public
welfare would gradually be blurred and
that a needs test would soon follow. I
question whether most Americans
would waist to see Social Security
develop in this direction—the direction
of a general welfare subsidy rather
than an earned right.
Heartline: Many people find them-
selves in the position where they can
never work again, but they are lacking
enough quarters ( sometimes only one
or two quarters) to be eligible for Social
Let's Stay Well
Family Life Is Changing
The greater use of the Pill and
other forms of contraceptives is
having sigmficant and surpt-is
mg effects on family !de
World War II was followed by
the baby•boorn generation
When these children grew up,
they were supposed to produce.
according to many population
authorities, another boom of new
: babies expanding our pripula
:lion rapidly This has failed to
..„11appen The women of the baby-
'boom generation decided to hold
....down the fares of their families
:.'having fewer or no children
Economic presfairrs have also
caused many wives to seek
employment so that households
could have more than one
source of income
The upswing in the divorce
rate has also forced many
women to work and In rediate
faintly
An additional (actor has heen
wornen's liberation In a (vote in
S News & World Report
Roger Revelle, director of the
Harvard Uruversity Center for
By F.J.L Blasingame. M D
Population Studies, explains.
"'Women's lib and the decline in
the birth rate are really just two
sides of the same coin Not only
do the women want to have
fewer children because they're
liberated. but the fart that they
have fewer children means that
they can be liberated and they
can take jobs-
Fewer ctuldren per family can
alter family life. While a cruki
could powibly receive more in-
dividual attention from his or
her parents, the parents may be
preoccupied with job respon-
sibilities which not only cut down
on available time hilt also
modify parent interest. and bring
on fatigue Added income may
permit significant changes in the
way that leisure time is spent.
encouraging participation in ac-
iv dies outside the home
The life expectancy for women
as compared with men is pre-
senting problems The female at
birth has an expectancy of 75
years in corttrast to tIR years for
the males This difference is
altering the sex relationships
markedly among older citizens.
This age group needs the op-
pcsite esni as much nr more than
younger persons It has been esti
mated that, in the United States,
we will have 50 per cent more
women than men over 65 years
of age by the year 2000
Authorities predict that we can
expect considerable adjustment
in living arrangements among
the aged during the remainder
of the century
The long range solution
challenges male chauvinism to
direct its attention to research
that hopefully would solve the in-
adequacies of male physiolnicy so
that it could approach that of the
so-called "weaker sex' Also.
females. in their osi^n interest
might attack the problems that -
prevent equal 5trVIVai of man
and woman
Q Mrs 1' I< requests an ex
planation of what is meant by
Blasuigarne
"dental mumps
A Dental mumps refers to a
swelling in the parotid gland in
the side of the face in front of the
ear and is related to an otstrucs
bon from false dentures to the
opentng of the duct in the mouth.
This opening is opposite the up-
per second molar tooth, and the
stoppage may be from the den-
tures encroaching on the duct or
from their traumatizing the
opening of the duct. The condi•
lion is not contagious and is
relieved by modifying the den-
tures so that the duct obstruct 1011
is removed
Q Mrs M H wants to lcnow if
taking several aspirin a day
while nursing her baby can be
harmful to him
A When a mother takes (win
arc doses of aspirin, some of the
chemical appears in her breast
milk. However, the amount is so
low that it is insignificant and
nontoxic for the nursing baby
Security retirement or disability. As a
result, all that these people have paid in
is lost and will never benefit them.
Many people are beginning to question
a program that a person is forced by
law to pay into, but that offers no
guarantee the contributor will benefit
from his contributions. Do' you think
that something should be done for
Social Security contributors in this
position?
Mr. Cardwell: The quarters of
coverage requirement is designed to
assure that workers demonstrate a
reasonable amount of work experience
to qualify for monthly benefits. The
requirement in the law is quite liberal;
this year, for example, a worker
reaching 62 needs only 25 quarters, or
years of work, to qualify for
benefits. In the future, no one will ever
need more than 40 quarters, or 10 years.
If there were no minimum requirement
for covered work, people could con-
ceivably become eligible for Social
Security after having paid nothing or
very little into the system. This clearly
would not be fair; a line has to be
drawn. Naturally, I can understand
why a worker who cannot satisfy even
the..very liberal coverage requirement
is apt to feel cheated.
Heartline gives you helpful in-
formation in the free leaflet, "Three
Basic Types of Health Insurance." To
obtain your copy, address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your
questions to Heartline, please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Isn't It The Truth
Why would a man want to be
president? It cannot be that he expects
to do good, because every minute of his
executive life is a compromise between
good and bad, like deciding where to
)ut the blame for his troubles in the
Othite House — on the Russians, in-
flation, Henry Kissinger, Jimmy Carter





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: FOOD AND MORALITY
Good intentions often fail to produce
beneficial - results. High-minded,
humanitarian goals sometimes lead to
injustice and tyranny. Enthusiasm for
a good cause can result in illogical
conclusions.' This. is the way of the
world.
A case in point is the recent
declaration by 27 religious leaders,
calling on Congress to establish the
"right to food" as a basic element of U.
S. policy and action. The appeal urged
enactment of two resolutions declaring
that everyone in the world "has the
right to food — the right to a
nutritionally adequate diet — and that
this right is henceforth to be recognized
as a cornerstone of U. S. policy."
This appeal by the religious leaders
may be based on the best of intentions,
but it isn't well thought out. One may
wish that everyone in the world had an
adequate diet, but there is no legal
foundation on which a "right" can be
built. Moreover, the declaration
ignores significant realities. Indeed,
the declaration could result in profound
injustices and endanger the freedom of
millions of peopl^ in the Western world.
In the first place, there is nothing in
the traditional creeds that specifies a
moral -right" to food let alone a legal
right binding on the U. S. government.
Therefore, the appeal is, in fact, a
demand for a new economic order,
rather than a restatement of an
established principle of faith.
Rights cannot simply be invented
according to whatever is fashionable in
one period or another. Has the resident
of the Ganges, with a "right" to a
"nutritionally . adequate diet," also
have the "right" to a new car, healt
insurance, adequate housing and en-
tertainment? When one considers such
extensions of the "rights" notions to
other aspects of life, the "right to food"
is shown to be without logical foun-
dation. One then gets into the question
of how a "right to food" is translated
into reality. Millions of people in this
world, especially in Afro-Asia are
subject to famine or near famine. To
feed these millions — and they may
number hundreds of millions in the
future — may be beyond the capability
HARRIGAN
of those countries which are successful
in producing food, chiefly the Western,
capitalist countries.
It is clear, moreover, that the food-
deficient nations of the Third World
haven't any way of repaying the
Western nations, principally the United
States, for food shipped to them.
Should the American people and
other successful food producers devote
all their lives and energies to raising
food to be used as gifts to the swarming
millions of India, for example? It will
be very difficult to convince the
American people that they hav,,,e any
moral obligation to become, in effect,
the indentured servants of the Indian
people.
Over the past three decades,
Americans have been enormously
generous in shipping free food to India,
Africa and other lands were famine or
near-famine conditions exist. These
shipments have not helped the Indians
to increase their output of food. The
Indian government has imposed
socialist controls on Indian agriculture
which have retarded food production.
Indeed many Indians — certainly
Indian officials — seem to have the idea
that free food from the United States is
a right they possess.
This experience shows that the "right
b food" declaration would work great
hardship and injustice on the American
people. It would result in an immoral
situation, namely the tyranny of the
backward, socialist-oriented Third
World over the progressive, en-
terprising American people.
It would have been far better if the 27
religious leaders had stressed the
moral value of self-reliance, and urged
Third World leaders to abandon the
harmful socialist doctrines which
produce proverty and hunger. This is
the proper focus of moral concern.
Bible Thought
Blessed be the kingdom of our
Father David, that cornett) in the
name of the Lord: Hosanna in the
highest. Nlark 11:10.
The hopes of history took on
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. . . CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER. . . MURRAY, KY. -
Open every night til 9 p. m. • OPEN Sunday 1 to 6. . . CHARGE IT, of course!
•
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Disc Jockey
See Him Do His Thing
Fri 6 30-8 30p m
Cotton and Ny Robes,
Gowns, S/eepA , r





Many Styles to choose from
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Where Were You Kate Smith?
Flyers Are Upset On Home Ice
B.s FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
It had been a long time since
the Montreal Canadiens had
played the New York Islan-
ders - 59 games and five
months to be exact. But It
didn't seem to matter, as the
two closely matched National
Hockey League teams picked
lip where they left off Nov. 30
and' played a tooth-and-nail
semifinal playoff game with





Host East Calloway won a
pair of track meets Tuesday
'afternoon.
In the boys' meet, East
-defeated North 64-36 while in
the girls' meet, East won 58-42
over North.
. The complete results are as
Bows;
Says' 114041s
7sbot put: 1. Scott iN )2. Harper (E) 3.
Ibitdress ( E i. 40-10. ,
, long jump: 1. Ernerson ( E 1 2. K. Todd
>3 Garland ( N ). 16-7.
. . ,iliscus: 1. Cochrurn i N ) 2. Scott (N) 3.
gtildress (E ). 101-4 
..
bigh julnp 1. Barnett (E) 2. SmIth ( E)
L K Todd(N1.5-1.
80-10w hurdles: I Emerson (E) 1, Nie-
Colston (E( 3. Bynum (El. 9.11. -----
mile-run: 1. E. Kirks I E ) 2. Furr (N)
2. Bibb (N). 5: 20.3.
100-yat-d dash: 1. McClure IN) 2. Gor-
NlOn >N> 3. McCuiston ( El. 11.2. '
440-yard dash: 1. McCiiisten CE) 2.
Marlowe ( E )3. Miller ( E I. 71.6.
1111(114-un: 1. 1... Kirks (E) 2. E. Kirks (E )
3. Snnotherrnan 1E I. 2 : 51.6.
220-yard dash: 1. McClure ( N ) 2.
Emerson I E 3. Gordon (NI. 26.8.
880-relay: 1. East (Miller, Sanders,
Smith and Morton e. 2:06.8.
440-relay' 1. East (Morrison.
Childress, McCuiston and Ernemon :
..., SO 0
Oft' Draft
Mot put. 1. Todd : N ) 2. Frankhouser
(N ) 3. Wilson ( E i. 26-5.
long jump: 1. Tucker (E 1 2. Todd ( N )
1. Hoke I N ). 14-7"...
discus: I. Wagoner (E> 1 Todd ( N )
1
' (E : 3 Todd : N.. 60-4.
high jump. 1. Todd (N) 2. Wilson I El
3. Tucker : E : 3-10
, 60-low hurdles: 1. Sbenard ( E )
: 1. Wakeland ( E ) 3. Fones (N). 10.2.
j 50-yard dash( 1. Smith I N) 2. Darnell
:Ii!..6241 3. Atkins 1E0.0.
..,', 100-yard dash: I. Tucker CE) 2. Smith
!t Oh 3. Miller(Ei.12.9.
; 440-yard dash: I. Wakeland ( E ) 2.
1 Fergerson ( E ) 3. Shepard ( E i. 86.0.Atkins ( E 1. 1:26.6.680-run . 1. Overby r E ) 2. Willie ( N)3.
220-dash: 1. Fergerson 1E ( 2. Futrell
(N:3. Fones(N).33.0.
850-relay. 1. North ID. Darnell,
Blakely, R. Darnell and Srnith ) 2,34.
440-relay 1 East (Tucker, Miller,
Atkins and Fergerson : 68.8
z
It had been a long time since
the Philadelphia Flyers had
lost at home - 25 games and
four months to be exact. But it
didn't seem to matter to the
Boston Bruins, the last team
to beat the defending Stanley
Cup champion in their
Spectrum home last Dec. 28.
Boston turned the trick again
Tuesday night, upending the
Flyers 4-2 in their semifinal
opener.
In the World Hockey
Association, Indianapolis
tripped New England 5-3 to tie
their best-of-seven United
States semifinal series at
three victories apiece, and
San Diego ended Houston's 13-
game playoff winning streak
with a 3-2 triumph over the
Aeros in the other U.S.
semifinal.
Indeed, it had been a long
time since the Canadiens
played anybody - having
drawn a bye into the playoff
quarter-finals, then sweeping
past the Chicago Black Hawks
in four games, then waiting




proved too much for the
Islanders, rallying twice from
one-goal deficits to score a 3-2
_triumph in the series opener
on goals just 1:40 apart by
Larry Robinson and Yvan
Cournoyer late in the third
period. New York defensive
star Denis Potvin set up both
Islanders goals, which were
scored by Ed Westfall and Bill
MacMillan.
Having lost at home, the
Flyers face another problem
with streaks against Boston -
namely, the series shifts there
after Thursday's second game
in Philadelphia. The Flyers
have won there only twice
since they entered the league
in 1967 - once in playoffs -
and have absorbed 18 losses
and four ties in Boston Garden
in the last 22 games. ,
That didn't seertilii- Matter
much to the Bruins, who got
goals from two of their poorest
marksmen - defensemen
Gary Doak and Dallas Smith
- along with Ken Hodge and
Gregg Sheppard.
AND THE HEAVE - Melesso Thorn of the Calloway County
girls' track team grimaces as she prepares to let the discus un-





Condensers 8, Gas Tanks











209 So. 7th 753-1751
"It doesn't mean the series
is over," said Boston defen-
semen Brad Park. "They're a
great club. They will come
back with fire in their eyes."
Orest Kidrachuk and Reg
Leach scored for the Flyer).
Racers 5, Whalers 3
Goals by Renald Leclerc
and Dave Keon late in the
second period brought
Indianapolis into position to
make WHA history. No WHA
team ever has come back
from a 1-3 deficit in games to
win a playoff series, but the
Racers can accomplish the
feat by winning Game Seven
Thursday night at
Indianapolis.
Mariners 3, Aeros 2
Rookie center Bob Dobek
broke a 1-1 tie with his first
goal of the playoffs to lead San
Diego's victory over Houston
and keep the Mariners'
playoff hopes alive.
The triumph cut the Aeros'
series lead to 3-1 and ended the
longest playoff winning streak




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
As he was being led into his
stall at Churchill Downs,
Kentucky Derby hopeful
Cojak reached over and tried
to take a nip at exercise boy
Dave Purtell's coat,
"Let him keep biting,"
Purtell, an ex-jockey from
'London, remarked.
"Everything I've got on, he
bought it, anyway."
Trainer Sonny Hine has said
he hopes some new blinkers
will give the 3-year-old a shot
at winning the Run for the
Roses, and Purtell said
Tuesday that with an extended
blinker on Cojak's left eye, "I
don't think he'll have any






AND THE KICK - Reggie Bollard of Calloway County bends his bock and pi epares to kick his
logs op and bock as he shows his form in the high jump. Ballard took second in the event in the
Labors' meet Tuesday by going over at 5-10.
Jimmy Young Heavy Underdog
In Title Matchup With Ali
By El) SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
LANDOVER, Md. (API -
"Even my relatives are
betting against me," says
Jimmy Young.
The 27-year-old Phil-
adelphian can do nothing
about being an underdog
against heavyweight cham-
pion Muhammad Ali Friday
night - "My friends are not
too confident" - but he
intends to do something about
the label: "just another op-
ponent."
"The world is full of
surprises," said Young, who
did not work out Tuesday and
killed time by watching
television in his hotel room.
Ali also stayed out of the
gym Tuesday, going to
Washington to appear on
Voice of America radio and
entertaining a blushing Susan
Ford at his hotel.
"If you knew Susan, the way
I know Susan,- Ali crooned as
the face of the daughter of the
President of the United States
reddened. He then put his arm
around Miss Ford's shoulders
as someone shouted; "There
goes the Southern vote."
-I hope the President
doesn't lose the election now,"
said Ali.
-He should be training,"
Young said, wen told Ali was
not working out. "If he
realized what he has in store
for him, he'd train."
"I've even set time aside
after I win to deal with my
movie contract," said Young
with a smile.
The fight is worth $85,000 to
Young, who five years ago
earned some money by
fighting three three-round
exhibitions with All. His
biggest previous purse was
$7,500, which he got for
fighting Joe "King" Roman in
Puerto Rico the night in
February that Ali knocked out
Jean-Pierre Coopman in five
rounds.
Ali has said he was not
impressed with the per-
formance of Young, who
scored a one-sided decision.
-It wasn't my best fight,"
said Young. "I hope he's not
judging that fight with this
fight."





Brooks Robinson and Mark
Belanger, a pair of "good-
field, no-hit" ballplayers,
drove the California Angels
batty.
First the anemic Robinson
broke up Nolan Ryan's bid for
a no-hitter and then the light-
hitting Belanger broke up the
ballgame - and the result was
a 3-2, 10-inning victory for the
Baltimore Orioles Tuesday
night.
"I don't have many game-
winning hits," said Belanger,
whose bases-loaded single in
the 10th knocked in the win-
ning .run. "In ten years, I've
had two, maybe one."
The game-winning hit came
off an "up and in hummer"
from reliever Dick Drago.
"He struck me out on a ball
up there last time and I was
looking for something inside,"
said Belanger, a .257 hitter




The Tigers of Murray High
defeated the Mayfield Car-
dinals by a score of 161-167
Tuesday afternoon at the
Murray Country Club.
Mayfield this past weekend
had won the prestigious Dixie
Invitational Golf Tournament
in Louisville.
Lynn Sullivan grabbed the
honors for the Tiger linksmen
with an even-par 36. Gary
Sullivan contributed a 39 while
David Frank and Howard
Boone completed the scoring
with 43's.
Mayfield's scoring went as
follows: Creason 38, Hawkins
40, Boyd 40 and Jackson 49.
The Tigers, with a record of
9-2 for the season, will travel
to Calvert City Thursday to
take on Marshall County.
Takes Lead
HOUMA, La. ( AP) - Don
Reese of Troy State hit a 74
Tuesday to take the individual
lead and give his team a 22.
point lead in the second round
of the Gulf South Golf Tour-
nament.
Reese had a two-day total of
146, followed by North
Alabama's Bill Pomory with
147 and Troy State's Ricky
Beck with 149. All three shot 74
Tuesday
the left field corner that cut
the California lead to 2-1.
"I never gave a no-hitter a
thought, the way I was
throwing, "said Ryan. "I was
struggling early, I was con-
sistently behind the hitters
and walking a lot of them. I
didn't have the kind of stuff to
throw a no-hitter."
Tigers 10, A's 2
Rookie first baseman Jason
Thompson collected four
consecutive singles and drove
in two runs and Rusty Staub
hit a grand slam home run to
lead Detroit over Oakland.
Staub's homer, the seventh
grand slam of his career,
carte off ace reliever Rollie
Fingers to climax a five-run
outburst against Fingers and
JO Todd in the eighth inning.
The 21-year-old Thompson,
called up from Evansville just
last Friday, singled in a run in
the first inning and singled
home another in the fourth
against Vida Blue, 1-3.
Indians 7, Twins 5
A pair of solo home runs by
George Hendrick, his first
homers of the season, and a
strong relief performance by
Jackie Brown sparked
Cleveland past Minnesota.
Brown, 1-0, came on in the
fourth inning and pitched out
of a one-out, bases-loaded
jam. He struck out five while
holding the Twins scoreless
for 3 2-3 innings before being
removed in favor of Dave
LaRoche in the eighth.
Yankees 1, Rangers 0
New York's Oscar Gamble
slashed a run-scoring single to
center in the top of the ninth
inning to snap a tight pitching
duel and the Yankees
celebrated Manager Billy
Martin's return to Texas with
a victory over the Rangers.
Dock Ellis, 2-0, handcuffed the
Rangers with four hits before
needing last-out relief help
from Sparky Lyle. Gaylord
Perry, 2-2, was the hard-luck
loser for the Rangers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The owner of Bold Forbes, a
top prospect in Saturday's
102nd Kentucky Derby, will
not be on hand to see his colt.
run for the roses.
E. Rodriquez Tizol, retired
Puerto Rican banker and auto
dealer, is confined to his home
For perspective, Harvey in San Juan with, a heart
Sloane, the physietammeyorw•rordtt ion , Lai.Barrera,
and ardent running advocate,
finished in 184th nlare 
_trainer of Bold Forbes, said
Tuesday-
ball landed where nobody.
was."
Robinson, also known more
for his glove than his bat, got
the first hit of the game off the
hard-throwing Ryan - a one-
out, run-scoring triple in the
seventh inning. Robinson was
batting .116 at game time.
Ryan, who has thrown four
no-hitters in his career, had
struck out 11 batters and
walked eight before giving up




A large contingent of
Murray Marathoners, all from
Murray State University,




The annual event saw well
over 600 runners of all ages
begin the long 13-mile run at
11:00 a.m. in Iroquois Park.
Approximately 550 completed
the chilly trek at the crowded
downtown pavillion during
and after the noon hour.
Gordy Benfield, a former
stand-out MSU miler (4:07),
led the local runners by
finishing 65th overall in the
time of 1:23.02.
For the second year in a row
Dr. Adam B. Lanning, of the
department of sociology and
anthropology, finished first in
his age-group division ( 45-50
in the time of 1:25:20. His
overall finishing place was
105th.
Seven members of the MSU
women's track team finished
in the following order places
correct, times approximate):
Camille Baker, 160th, 1:33;




Moore, Sandy Sims and
Martha I.uckett finished
together (445-448th) in the low
1:50's.
Patty Earner, a former
MSU women's track team
member and current senior
art major, followed closely
behind in 460th place in the
time of 1:57.
Won't Watch Horse
has had only 23 fights. His
record is 17-4-2, with only five
knockouts. He has been
knocked out once, in one round
by Earme Shavers on Feb. 19,
1973. Since then he is unbeaten
in 11 fights, including a 10-
round draw with Shavers.
The fight that started Young
on the road to a title shot came
Feb. 11, 1975, when he
outpointed Ron Lyle.
The Murray State women's'
tennis team ended their
regular season play yesterday
with a 9-0 smashing of Austin
Peay.
Posting a 19-2 final season
record, the women netters
won all six singles and all
three.doubles matches wit4outu,
the services of their top three
players.
Taking over the number one
singles' position for the day,
Anne Ress defeated Mary
Covington 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.
All other matches were won
in straight sets with number
two Lynn Martin defeating
Julie Carlson 610; No. 3
:Margaret Man; del: Sheila
Cook; No. 4 Leanne Owen def
Dab Hadley 6-1, 6-1; No. 5
Linda Spellman def. Laura
Glimm 6-0, 6-1; No. 6 Helen
Below def. Sue Witzoftsky 6-1,
6-1.
In the doubles action, Russ
and Martin teamed to take the
number one doubles position
defeating Covington and
Carlson 6-0, 6-4. No. 2 Owen-
Spellman def. Cook-Glimrn 6-
0, 6-2; No. 3 Sullivan-Below
def. Witzoftsky-Hadley 6-3, 6-
0.
The women netters lost only
two matches in the 1975-76
season, losing in the fall to the
University of Kentucky and to
state power Western Ken-
tucky University.
This spring, the women's
squad, coached by Nita Head,
avenged their loss to the'




team won by one point over
Western.
Three members of the
Murray tennis team have been
selected to participate in the
regional,tenais tournament to
be geld in Chattanooga,
Tennessee, later in May.
Number one singles player
Karen Weis, along with
number two and three players
Sindy and Sandy Macovik,
qualified for this event.
Western Kentucky and
University of Kentucky also
have three players that will be
participating in this event.
Coach Head will have her
entire squad back next season,
losing none to graduation.
Lakers Split Pair Of
Games With Wildcats
Calloway County split a
doubleheader with Far-
mington Tuesday on the Laker
diamond.
In the opening contest,
righthander Dickie Nesbitt
gave up a lone hit in pitching
the Lakers to a 5-1 victory
over the Wildcats.
In the second game, in
which Farmington was the
home team, the Wildcats won
their first game in many
moons as they edged the
Lakers 7-6.
Farmington's only run off
Nesbitt came in the first in-
ning of the opening game as
the Lakers committed two
errors. In the fourth, Wagoner
had a single up the middle for
the only hit off Nesbitt.
Calloway posted three runs
on the board in the home half
of the first as Danny Rogers
and Fly Beane both reached
on errors. Rogers scored on a
groundout by Tommy Chavis,
Terry Gibson singled in Beane
and Gibson later scored on a
sacrifice fly by Nathan Knoth,
giving thi Lakers a 3-1 edge.
In the third inning, Tommy
Chavis hit his second homerun
of this week, a two-run shot
over the fence in left and
Calloway posted the final
score of 5-1 on the board.
Nesbitt fanned five men and
walked only three in going the
route.
In the second contest, the
Lakers played a poor
defensive game and as a
result, lost 7-6.
Fly Beane went the distance
on the mound for the Lakers
and did not give up any earned
runs.
Trailing 2-0 going into the
Scrambles Tourney
Held At Oaks Club
Forty six hardy souls
braved the rain and tem-
peratures in the forties
Sunday afternoon at the Oaks
first scramble tournament of
the year. Three teams tied for
first with scores of 67 and two
other teams shot a 68.
Those teams shooting 67
included: Jimmy lamb, Jerry
Hopkins, Laura Parker, and
Gary and Martha Covey on the
eventual winning team: J.P.
Parker, Stan Hargrove, Terry
Turner, and Clyde Roberts
made up the team finishing
second; and Donnie Cothran,
Bill Bogard, Dalton Noel,
David Livers, and Sandy
Coleman were on the third
place team.
The teams shooting 68
consisted of Jim White, Mike
Morgan, Billy Dan Crouse, Jr.
Story, and Karen Hargrove on
the team which won fourth
place, and Homer Branch,
Clayton Hargrove, Della
Boggess. and Mike and Cathy
Lyons on the fifth place team.
The low handicappers on
each team played the ties off.
Jimmy Lamb won first for his
team by parring the first hole.
J. P. Parker won second for
his team by parring the third
Sale to beat Donnie Cothran
whose team finished third.
Jim White won fourth place
for his team by parring the
first hole as Homer Branch's
putt lipped out leaving his
team in fifth place.
top of the third,- the Lakers
erupted for five runs to go in
front 5-2. Knoth had-a two-run
double, Danny Rogers a one-
run double and Barry Joseph a
two-run homer to account for
the runs.
But in the last of the third,
Farmington scored five times
on one hit, two walks and three
Laker errors and the Wildcats
led 7-5.
The Lakers' final run came
in the fourth as Beane led off
with a double and later scored
when Knoth reached on an
error.
In the top of the fifth, with
one out, Craig Rogers reached
on a walk and Kenneth
McCuiston followed with a
single. McCuiston stole second
and the tying and go-ahead
runs were at second and third
with only one out.
But Beane popped up to the
catcher and Chavis grounded
out to short to end the game.
McCuiston and Knoth each
had two hits in the game while
Beane, Danny Rogers and
Joseph added a hit apiece.
With the split, the Lakers
stand at 5-7 for the season and
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LOOKING AHEAD Chris Kurz anxiously oásuks.fe track toward the finish line as
he participates in the grueling 120-hi9h hurdles. przfish.d second wi_f_etime of 17.3.
t Timms Photos)
Tiger Boys Tie Trigg
County In Dual Meet
The Murray High boys'
track team opened their home
season by finishing in a 68-68
tie with Trigg County in a dual
track meet held Tuesday.
It all came down to the final
event of the day, the mile-
relay and the Tigers came
through with a win to tie the
final score. Murray recorded
a 3:50 with Todd Harrison,
Grettis Bumphis. Chris Kurz
and Donnie Williams running
the legs.
In the field events, the
Tigers had a sweep in the shot
put with Tim Lane taking first
in 4481/2, Tony Boone second
with a 4441/4. and David
Stephenson third with a 42-21/4.
Richie Richardson won the
high jump with a 5-10 while
Kurz was third with 5-8. Bill
McHugh took second in the
UP AND OVER - Bill McHugh of the Murray High track team
goes up and over the bar in the Tigers dual meet against Trigg
Couroy Tuesday McHugh cleared 10-6 to take second place
pole vault with a 10-6 while in
the triple jump, Mike Skinner
won with a 38-3 and Richar-
dson was third with a 35-8.
Lane scored a double win by
taking first in the discus with a
throw of 119-31/4 while Boone
took third with 97-111/2. In the
long jump, Skinner went 20-3
for second while Gary Moore





d in the 100-
yard dash with a 10.5 while in
the 220, Randy Orr's 24.1
earned a third. In the quarter,
Harrison was second with a
55.0 while Bumphis was third
in 56.5.
Bill McHugh won the 880-
yard run with a 2:15 while
Donnie Williams placed third
with a 2:22.4.
In the mile-run, Dewey
Siegler won with a 4:55 and
returned in the two-mile to
make it a double with a
winning time of 10:57.
In the hurdling events, Chris
Kurz placed second in the 120-
highs with a 17.3 while Gary
Moore was third. In the 180-
lows, Craig Johnson was
second with a 23.4.
The Tiger 880-relay team
recorded an outstanding 1:35.4
but had to settle for second.
The mile-relay team of
-ison, Bumphis, Kurz and
-aims won with a 3:50.
On Saturday, the Tigers will




Suns Wrap Up Series
Mop Sows Off Floor
PHOENIX (AP) - "It was
definitely one of our better
games," said Coach John
MacLeod, in an un-
derstatement, after Phoenix'
123-112 victory over Seattle






"I thought we played good
solid team ball and did a much
better job on the boards,"
added MacLeod Tuesday
night. "Now we're going to
take the playoff against either
Golden State or Detroit one
game at a time."
Golden State and Detroit
have two victories apiece
going into Game Five of their
playoff tonight in Oakland.
Keith Erickson came off the
bench to lead the Suns with 20
points and was followed by
Paul Westphal, Ricky Sobers
and Gar Heard with 18 each.
Bruce Seals and Slick Watts
led the Sonics with 24 points
eaeh while Tom Burleson and
Fred Brown had 22 apiece.
"They just outplayed us,"
said Seattle Coach Bill
Russell. "They played con-
sistent ball throughout the
playoff. They were just
playing better."
The victory assures Phoenix
of its best season in the eight-
Game Set
ST. LOUIS AP) - The St.
Louis Cardinals announced
Tuesday that their July 31
preseason football game here
will be for the benefit of the
Shriners Hospital for Crippled
Children,
year history of the franchise,
besting the 1969-70 record
when the Suns lost to the Los
Angeles fakers in a seven-
game playoff.
Shooting 61 per cent from
the floor in the first quarter,
the Suns built an 11-point lead
with 2:31 to go before Seattle
narrowed it to 25-23 at the
horn.
The Suns stretched it out by
14 points in the second quarter
and ended the half with a 60-50
advantage. Phoenix shot 59
per cent to 46 for Seattle and
outscored the Sonics 35-27 in
the quarter.
Westphal led the way to
intermission with It Suns'
points while Bruce Seals had
12 for the Sonics.
Two other NBA playoff
series resume tonight. The
Boston Celtics, leading 2-1, go
against the Buffalo Braves in
Buffalo, while the Detroit
Pistons and Golden State
Warriors, tied 2-2, square off
in Oakland.
The remainingquarter-final
series will be resolved
Thursday night, when a
record crowd of more than
21,000 will jam the Coliseum in
Richfield, Ohio, to watch the
Washington Bullets meet the
Cleveland Cavaliers in the
seventh game of their hard-
fought series.
Sparkplug Ernie DiGregorio
of Buffalo and veteran captain
John Havlicek of Boston were
the focus of much pre-game
speculation in Buffalo.
DiGregorio ignited the Braves
to their only victory of the
series, a 98-93 decision in
Game Three Sunday. and
there was spec u Latian. he may
regain the berth in the starting
he lost early in the
season.
Braves' Coach Jack
Ramsay was not saying.
Havlicek suffered a torn
muscle in the arch of his left
foot in the series opener and
sat out the other two games.
He said the foot had improved
considerably, but it is still
questionable whether he'll be
able to play tonight.
Detroit has been the sur-
prise of the NBA playoffs, and
Golden State Coach Al Attles
is wary.
"I expect their guys to be
emotionally high," he said.
"None of the experts expected
them to get this far, and now
they've got a shot at it."
Banquet To Begin At 5:30 p.m. Tonight
Hackney, Hodges And Turner
To Enter MSU Hall of Fame
Two former Murray State
University athletes, John
Hackney and Tommy liwner;
and a former coach, Harlan
Hodges, have been named to
the MSU Athletic Hall of
Fame. The three will be
honored at the Murray State
All-Sports Banquet, tonight.
Hackney plaed football on
some of Murray's greatest
teams in the late 1940's.
Turner is perhaps the best
track athlete ever, to perform
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Hodges coached basketball
from 1948-1954.
Hackney, who grew up in
Hopkinsville and played high
school football at Hopkinsville
High School, was named to the
All-Ohio Valley Conference
teams of 1948 and 1949. During
his sophomore season, 1947,
before the OVC began
operation, he was named to
the All-Kentucky Inter-
collegiate Athletic Conference
team. Murray was OVC
champion in 1948 and played
in the Tangerine Bowl, tying
Sul Ross College 21-21. The
Racers were KIAC champions
in 1947.
A rangy, 6-3, 195-pound
defensive tackle, Hackney
was describesi.in the '49 Racer
Pressbook as "without a doubt
the toughest piece of humanity
that ever put on a football
uniform. . . to spot John on a
field during a game, just look
where the action is thickest -
that big kid with the rolled-up
sleeves, right in the middle of
it, is Hackney."
Hackney spent much of his
playing time in opponents'
backfields and it was he who
made the tackle in the end




Bob Vanatta, new com-
missioner of ,the Ohio Valley
Conference, will be the
featured speaker at the
Murray State University All-
Sports Banquet tonight.
The banquet, which honors
all varsity athletes at Murray
during the 1975-76 school year,
will begin at 5:30 p. m. in the
Waterfield Student Union.
Other highlights of the
banquet will be the induction
of new Athletic Hall of Fame
members and the presentation
of awards to individual
athletes. Three new Hall of
Fame members, John
Hackney, Tommy Turner, and
Coach Harlan Hodges, will be
inducted by MSU President
Constantine W. Curris.
Hackney played football on
some of Murray's finest teams
in the late 1940's. Turner is
perhaps the best trackman
ever to run in the OVC. Hodges




Individual awards to be
presented include "M
Valuable Player" in
varsity sport; male "Scholar-
Athlete of the Year," female
"Scholar-Athlete of the
Year," male "Freshman
Athlete of the Year," female
"Freshman Athlete of the
Year," "Male Athlete of • -a'




The Murray High boys' and
girls' tennis teams picked up
wins Tuesday afternoon on the
Tiger Tennis Complex.
Using an entirely different
format, Murray High won 8-1
over Marshall County.
These singles matches were
played for both the boys and
girls and three mixed doubles
matches were held.
In the boys' singles, Murray
High had a sweep. Kim
Trevathan won his number
one match 8-4 over Steve
Heidorn while at number two,
Brad Boone vain 8-5 over Doug
Hensley. At the number three
spot, Kevin Ray won 8-4 over
Ronnie Gibson.
Candy Jackson won her
nufnber one singles mateh /1-6
over Lisa Overby while at
number two, Robyn Burke
shutout Sharon Compton 8-0.
The number three girls'
singles match found Mary
Smock winning 8-2 over Kathy
Huitt.
In the mixed doubles, Kathy
Outland and Steve Cooper lost
10-8 to Overby-Heidron while
at number two, Jill Austin and
Mickey Cochran defeated
Compton-Hensley 8-2.
In the number three
Carol Dick and Mark He,
won 8-1 over Gibson
Cynthia Lucas.
The boys, who opened their
season last Friday with a
victory over Paducah Tilgh-
man, are now 2-0 on the season
while the girls' learn sports a
5-0 slate
7 Brilliantly polished for a great
victory over Evansville in the
brawling "Battle of Calloway
County" in 1948 and sent
Murray lo the Tangerine
Bowl. The 1948 team was 9-1-1,
losing only to Eastern Ken-
tucky 6-0. The 1947 team was 6-
3. The 1946 Racers lost five of
its first six games but won its
last four, the finals a 55-6
battering of Western Ken-
tucky.
Hackney now lives in
Paducah and works for the
P:Atfttnie Ener0 Commission.
When Turner won the 600-
yard dash in the NCAA Indoor
Track Championships in 1970,
he became the first OVC
athlete and the only Murray
State athlete to win an NCAA
title. Turner was named to the
All-America track team six
times, three times in the in-
door 600, twice in the 400-yard
dash, and once as a member of
the MSU mile relay team. .
Tuner won the. 440-yard
dash in the OVC Cham-
pionships four times and the
220-yard dash three times. He
was the OVC's Track Man of
the Year in 1971. He still holds
the conference record in the
440-yard dash at 46.4. His MSU
record in that event, 45.4, has
never been approached. He
was also a member of both the
440 and mile relay tRArns that
hold Murray records of 40.6
and 3:06.3, respectively.
Turner was selected four
times to the United States
team to compete against the
Russian team. He placed in
three of the meets but was
injured during warm-ups in
the fourth and couldn't par-
ticipate. He was a member of
the United States team in the
last Olympic Games in
Munich. ,
A native of St. Louis, Turner
coaches track at Murray High
School.
Hodges won 109 games and
lost 65 during his six seasons
as Murray's basketball coach.
His 1950-51 team was both
regular-season and tour-
nament champion of the OVC.
That team compiled a 21-6
record and was ranked 16th in
the final Associated Press
poll. His 1951-52 team was
runner-up in the National
NAIB Tournament. Two
players from that team,
Garrett Beshear and Bennie
Purcell were named to the All-
NAIB Team. Those two, plus
Howie Crittenden, whom
Hodges coached later, are
being joined by their coach in
the MSU Hall of Fame.
Hodges coined the nickname
"Racers" for Murray teams
which are also called
Thoroughbreds and 'B reds.
Hodges left Murray in 1954
for a five-year coaching stint
at the University of Idaho.
After leaving there, he was
superintendent of the Anna-
Jonesboro Community High
School in Anna, Ill., for five'
years. He returned to Murray
In 1964 as a teacher in the
education department, a
position he held until his
retirement in 1973.
He interrupted his
retirement last August when
he became a teacher of
science at Mt. Saint Joseph
Academy at Owensboro.
AUTO SERVICE











• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction - to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
safety • Precision equipment,
used by experienced mechanics,
helps ensure a precision align-
ment.
Oil & Lube
• Complete chassis lubrication, oil
change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts







$4 less for cars with
Electronic Ignition
• Our mecrairks electronically
finit‘tune your engine s.New
points, plugs & condenser • Test
dirling/starting systems, adjust
carburetor • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine • Includes
Dats,un, Toyota, VW 8r.light
trucks.
Up to 5 tits. of 1116.k r
brand 10/30 grade 011
• Please phone for appointment
• Includes light trucks
Brakes -
\our Choice
$ 88 pAaordt ist teoxnteral4if needed
2,-Wheel Front Disc: Install new front
disc brake pads • Repack and inspect
front wheel bearings • Inspect hy-
draulic system and rotors (does not in-
clude rear wheels)
OR
4-Wheel Drum-Type: Install new braki,
linings all four wheels • Repack ffont
wheel bearings • Inspect brake hy-
draulic system, add fluid.
IV Mag Wheels $19!"
• Deep dished, slotted styling
13x5 5
Check Our Full Line Of Custom Vv'nee,
The Goodyear Promise••
1. We do professional work 2. We do only the work you authorize
3. We return worn-out parts
Ilrer,Wa), Low Prices on Polyester Cord Tires
'All-Weather' 78
Built with polyester cord that's tempered in an exclu-
sive process for optimum strength and resilience. The
rib treadis well grooved, providing plenty of traction
edges fordecisive grip. In every detail, this tire gives




$11 bwIlatchkwa I I. $7 ONE PRICE
LISTED




Plus $1 82 to $2.65 F LT., depending on size Whitewalls just $3 more
Listed sizes fit models of Dart, Falcon, Vega, Mustang,
Camaro, Chevrolet, Charger, Cougar, Ford, Century, Cutlass,
Buick, Grand Prix, Olds, American Motors, Dodge and others.
G 0 0 D )111 E AR
For more good years in your car
tt.*
11
8 Ways to Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Cha•ge
• Our Own Customer Credit Prat,
• master Charge • Barkerher,cafd
• American Express money Csri
• Carta Blanche • Diners Glut,
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.




315W. Broadway F)00 .Iefferson 100 S. Stateline
Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky. Fulton, Ky.
247-3711 442-5464 472-1000
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tiPER MARKET
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
....,....r We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
 1 /




Mon thro Sot. 7-9
Sundays 12 - 6:30
FFM,St4 FR t '
Certification No.
Airgs, G 3 t e3c'l -0
Flavor Kist








O.-The Mark of Widerness
04c rxtritio
Kayr.
SAUSAGE .. 5 01- 3/$1 00
Pillsbury 8 oz.
BISCUITS.... 4 For 49'
ICE CREAM '2 1̀1c.:(7! $119








ROAST lb  994
Arm
ROAST ib  $1 19


















CATSUP 32 oz. 754
Del Monte June
PEAS 17 oz. 35'
Gerber Strained
BABY FOOD 15Leader



























141/2 oz 4/99' JELLY 180.59




Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 5-4-76
!' ‘,MIAr—anSiZe-Woc.iirik , r-
Folgers
- COFFEE 2 Can $315
Johnsons Coupon R
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Tigers Up To 9-4 On
Season, Nip Ballard
Murray High ran its season
record to 9-4 by winning a 5-4
contest in Holland Stadium
Tuesday night ,over Ballard
Memorial. .
A, standout relief effort by
sophomore righthander Bob
Thurman saved the game for
the Tigers and starter Joe
Graves.,
Graves-, who was touched
for_ four runs in the fifth in-
ning, fanned the first man up
in the seventh but the batter
reached first on a passed ball.
Graves then walked the next
and Tjger.cpach Charles
Archer went to the Tullpen.
Thurman fanned the first man
he faced for out number one ot
the inning then wild pitched
the runners to second and
third.
But when the going got
tough, the tough got going, as
the old saying goes.
Thurman reached back and
fired heat to fan the next two
Ballard batters to pick up the
save and give the Tigers the
victory.
All five Tiger runs came in
the third inning.
Lindsey 'Hudspeth opened
the frame with a single and
went to second on a bad
prcEOff atternpt.- ,Iburrnan
reached on an error to score
Laker Girls Race To
Victory In Triangular
The Calloway County girls'
track team easily captured
first place in a home
triangular meet Tuesday
afternoon.
The Laker girls rolled up 84
points while Marshall County
was second with 49 and
Riedland a distance third with
only 18 points.
The Lakers had only one win
in the field events. That came
in the long jump where Felicia
Pinner captured first with an
effort of 15-1. In the same
event, Sherry Snyder took
second with a 12-5.
Donna Smith was second in
the high jump with a 4-4 while
Renee Ahart's 4-0 earned a
fourth. In the shot put, Kim
Kemp took a fourth with a
throw of 27-41/2 while in the
-discus, Melessa Thorn was
third with 85-01/2 while Kemp
was fourth with 84-1/2.
The Lakers won all the
relays.
In the 440-relay, the Lakers
recorded a 53.8 to win with
Clara Cole, Diana Lawrence,
Ellen Mahan and Pinner
running the legs. In the 880-
relay, the Lakers had a 1:56.2
for first with Cole, Lawrence,
Rose Ross and Mahan -doing
the running.
The 880-medley relay found
the Lakers winning in 2:05.4
with Cole, Lawrence, Ahart
and Mahan running the legs
while the mile-relay team of
Lisa Conner, Lawrence,
Mahan and Ross took first in
4:48.
In the sprint races, Clara
Cole won the 100-yard dash
with a 12.1 while Pinner easily
won the 220 with a 26.4 while
Charlotte Coursey was fourth
in 31.0.
Pinner also scored an easy  
victory in the quarter-mile
with a clocking of 63.9 while
Coursey was third with 74.2. In
the 880-yard run, Renee
Overby was first in 2:55.7
while Teri Morris was fourth
in 3:05.
Calloway swept the first
three places in the mile-run
with Lisa_Carraway taking
first in 25.3, Overby second -
in 6:34.7 and Morris third in
6:38.1.
Rose Ross had two victories
in the hurdling events.
In the 60-yard low,hurdles,
Ross was first in 9.5 while
Snyder was second with 10.0.
In the 110-high hurdles, Ross
won with a 17.3 while Snyder's
17.9 took second.
The Lakers' next meet will
be next Tuesday at Murray
High.
Tiger Girls Destroy
Trigg County In Meet
The Murray High girls'
track team wiped out Trigg





W L Pct. GB
New York 9 3 .750 -
Milwkee 7 3 .700 1
SOS, Oft 6 5 .545 21/
Detroit 6 5 .545 21/
Cleveland 5 6 .455 31/2
Baltimore 5 8 .385 41/2
West
Texas 7 6 .538
Oakland 8 7 .533
Kan City 5 6 .455 1
Chicago 4 5 .44/ 1
Minnesota 5 II .385 2
California 5 10 .333 3
Tuesday's Results
Detroit 10, Oakland 2
Cleveland 7, Minnesota 5
Baltimore 3. California 1, 10
innings
Boston at Kansas City, ppd.,
rain
New York 1, Texas 0
Milwaukee at Chicago, PPd,,
cold
Wednesday's Games
Oakland (Norris 0.01 at De
troll (Roberts 2-0)
Cleveland EckersIey 1.2) at
Minnesota (Biylever 1 1)
Milwaukee (Travers 1-0) at
Chicago (Wood 22)
California (Kirkwood 0-2) at
Baltimore (Holtzman 1-0), (n)
Boston (Lee 0.1) at Kansas
City (Leonard 0 1), In)
New York (Hunter 1 31 at
Texas Briles 1 1), In)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
New York 10 7 588 -
Phila 7 6 538 1
Pitts 7 7 500 1/2
S1 Louis 7 8 4.67 2
Chicago 7 9 438 21/2
Montreal 5 8 385 3
West
Cincinnati 9 6 600 -
Atiania 8 7 533 1
Houston 9 8 529 1
San Diego 8 8 500 1/2
San Fran 7 8 467 2
Los Ang 7 9 438 21/
Tuesday's Results
Houston at Montreal, ppd
cold
New York 6, Atlanta 5
Cincinnati 7, Philadelphia 3
Chicago A, San Diego 1
Los Angeles 5, Pittsburgh 3
St Louis 7, San Francisco 1
Wednesday Games
Houston (Richard 2 1 and
Cosgrove 1-0) at Montreal (Fry
,nan 2 1 and ..:irby 00 or War
then 0-1), 2
Atlanta (Messersmith 00) at
New York (Koosman 1 .
St Louis (Denny 1.1) at San
Francisco (Montefusco 3-11
Cincinnati (Nolan 1 1) at
Philadelphia (Lonborg 1 0), (n)
Chicago (Bonham 1 2) at San
Diego (Jones 4-0), (n)
Pittsburgh (Reuss 2 1) at Los
Angeles (Hoo(on 02). (n)
Ps
runnerup, 96-26 in a dual meet
held on the Tiger track
Tuesday.
Murray took first in every
event with the exception of the
880-yard run.
The Tigers scored a sweep
in the discus with Debbie
Payne winning with a throw of
73-31/2 while Gretta Tim-
merman was second with 58-
111/2 and Karen Thompson
third with a 58-9.
Jaina Washer won the long
jump with a 13-11 while in the
shot put, Payne took first with
a 27-11 arid Jennifer Darnell
earned a third with 22-01/2.
Stacy Overby won the high
jump with 4-3 and Brook
Dickson was second with the
same height.
Betsy Gore won both hur-
dling events. In the 60-yard
hurdles, Gore led a Tiger
sweep by winning in 9.9 while
Stacy Overby was second in
10.1 and Washer third in 11.1.
In the 110-yard hurdles,
Gore won with a time of 18.2:
Brenda Adams took first in
the 100-yard dash with a 12.5
while Washer was second with
a 12.7. In the 220, Althea
Parham was first in 30.3 while
in the 440. Barbara Campbell
won in 68.6 and Krista Russell
took second in 72.6.
DeLaine Honchul took
second in the 880-yard run
with a 3.13 while Carol
Montgomery took third in
3:32.1. Montgomery came
back to win the mile-run with
a 7:26.2 while Dana Siegler
was second, just .2 second off
the winning pace.
Murray won all the relays.
The 440-yard relay team of
Parham, /V ams. Darnell and
Campbell took first in 56.5
while the 880-relay team of
Parham. Adams, Darnell and
Washer won with a 1596.
The 880-medley team of
Darnell, Washer, Parham and
Campbell took first in 2:09.6
while the mile-relay team of
Mary Ann Kurz, Lisa Francis,
Russell and Campbell won
with a 5:21_5
The next meet for the Tigers
will be at home next Tuesday
against Calloway County
the firstrunof the contest then
Bo McDougal smacked a two-
run homer, his second of the
season, a,nd the Tigers led 3-0.
Jeff Oakley later added an
RBI single and Bill Wilson had
an RBI on a groundout.
Three walks, 'an error And
two singles allowed the
Bombers their four runs in the
fifth inin,•
Graves worked six innings'
and gave up only two earned
runs an three hits while fan-
ning eight, walking five and
hitting one.
Hudspeth had two hits for
the Tigers while... ivIclaougal,
Tony Thurmond,' Oakley,
Wilson and Graves added a hit
apiece.
The Tigers play at,Calloway
County today in a 4 p.m.
contest and will visit Mayfield
Thursday.
On Friday, the Tigers play
Camden at 1 p.m. at the Fish
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Calloway Boys Place
Second In Triangular
The Calloway County boys'
track team took second in a
triangular meet held Tuesday
at Calloway County High
School.
Marshall County won the
meet with 731/2 points while the
Lakers were second With 62LL.,
and Reidland third with only
33 points.
The takert had one' vinery
in the field events. David
Williams Went 184to win the
long jump.
In other field events: Terry
Clark's 114-11 took second in
the discus, Kerry Wyatt's 38-7
earned a fourth in the shot put,
Tommy Futrell's 34-6 took
second in the triple jump,
Reggie Ballard went 5-10 to
take second in the high jump
and Kevin Scruggs cleared 8-6
to take second in the pole
vault.
In the sprint races, Keith
Wallace was second in the 100-
yard dash with an 11.4 while
Reggie Ballard was fourth
with 11.7. In the 220, Ballard
was runnerup with a 24.5 while
Wallace was fourth with a
25.0.
Troy Garland had a 58.0 for
second in the 440 while Larry
Cutanagham was_thir_l_wAh a
62.0.
Tommy Futrell took second
in the mile-run with a 4:59
while Randy McCallon was
third with a 5:09 and in the 880,
Futrell was second with a 2:11
and .51cCallon fourth WW1 .0
2:23.
• In the two-mile run,
McCallon won with 11:50 while
Ricky Cunningham placed
second with a 12:26. In the
hurdling events, Gary Henson
was second in the 180-lows
with a 22.4 while in the 120-
highs, Henson was fourth with
an 18.8.
The Laker 880-relay team
was first in 1:42.2 with
Ballard, Wallace, Adams and
Williams running legs while
the mile-relay team was
second in 3:56. Adams,
Wallace, Garland and Larry
Cunningham ran the legs.
The next meet for the Laker






As far as the San Francisco
Giants are concerned, Lynn
McGlothen's suspension didn't
last long enough.
Returning from •a five-day
suspension for last week's
beanball incident with the
'New York Mets, McGlothen
wa,s_ilisktd for 10. hits but only
one run pitcritiellirSr
Louis Cardinals to a 7-1 vic-




„Chub. ,r,eene_y the league
offices are in San Francisco -
who meted out the suspension
that delayed MeGlothen's
scheduled start by two days
after the pitcher admitted
throwing at New York's Del
Unser.
In other games, the Los
Angeles Dodgers downed the
Pittsburgh Pirates 5-3, the
Cincinnati Reds trimmed the
Philadelphia Phillies 7-3, the
New York Mets nipped the
Atlanta Braves 6-5 and the
Chicago Cubs defeated the San
Diego Padres 4-2.
McGlothen fell behind on
Von Joshua's leadoff triple
and Derret Thomas' single in
the first • inrnrig. But the
Cardinals bounced back with
Billingham, who scattered
eight hits until giving way to
Will McEnaney in the eighth.
Pete Rose led off the first
with a single. After Dave .
Concepcion struck out, George
Foster and Tony Perez singled
for thr first run, Bench's ..•
double prove in two more, Bob
Bailey singled to score Bench
and Joel Youngblood tripled to
54 --and------Dea- soave 
Kessinger's sacrifice fly
capped the rally.
Dodgers 5, Pirates 3
Doug Rat, with last-out help
from Charlie Hough, hurled
his ninth straight victory over
seasons."-The Dodgers,
who have won four straight
and six of eight, jumped on
Bruce Kison for three runs in
the third inning with the help
of an error by catcher Manny
Sanguillen and added two
more in the fourth.
Ted Sizemore, who had
three of the Dodgers' nine hits,
Steve Garvey and Ron Cey
drove in runs in the third in-
ning.
Reds 7, Phillies 3
Cincinnati pounded Tom
Underwood for five runs in the
first inning, two on Johnny
Bench's double. When the
Reds added two runs in the
second inning the game
became a breeze for Jack
four in the second off John
D'Acqutsto, who was wild. St.
Louis collected two hits and
five walks in the rally.
A walk to Reggie Smith,
Willie Crawford's double and
Keith Hernandez' infield
single made it 1-1 and
Crawford scored the go-ahead
run on Hector Cruz' sacrifice
fly. Lee Richard's bases-
Mets 6, Braves 5
Rookie Bruce BOiSclair
drilled a two-run, two-out
double off reliever l'ablo
Torrealba in the ninth ipping,.:
to cap a three-run rally".1)av.
ingme; vitt- hrt
homer of the season in the
seventh inning, singled to lead
off the ninth and one out later
Jerry Grote legged out an
infield single. With two out,
John 'Milner delivered a run-
scoring pinch single and
Boisclair doubled to knock in
the tying and Winning runs.
Cubs 4, Padres 2
Manny Trill° drove in two
runs with a single and a
sacrifice fly while Ray Burris
picked up the win with eighth-
inning help from Oscar
Zamora and Buddy Schultz.
Burris allowed five hits, in-
cluding a second-inning homer
by Hector Tortes. -




Economical SO ft hose will gore
honk c,winers years of satistaLkal
service Brilliant yellow vin I ,acir







3 Qt. Size Reg. 11.95 Special
GREAT GIFT ITEM!
lot. Size Reg, 1.35 Special




















Good QUd I ty At
Budget Prices
(A) GARDEN HOE
A -sal value sturdy con-
Aruction Sharpened 614"
4%." steel blade smooth ash
handle 0414/SUC5
(Et) BOW RAKE
Fourteen sightly curved teeth
to rake clean. Sturdy steel
head on I n,q smooth-finished
ash hancre 0421/S814CS
(C) SPADING FORK
For gene ..,urpose use . . .
red pair.- 10" tines turn




,-JomiNioN Grid flips over-round for
bY hamburgers, square for sand- 
.milton Beach wiches, cooks them in iust
two minutes. Cooks eggs,





Stwit or dry ironing it S touch
of i tanteta Devige-corrted
tolaple• sods trkking, preryn
Is Odra, Ind dridendi 10614 op











Big 5 h.p. BrJggs &Stratton engine. Recoil starter.
Power reverse. 4 tilling widths: 93/4" to 26".
Heavy-duty drive. Convenient control for tilling
depth. Throttle-stop and reverse controls on han-
dle. Adjustable handlebars. Extension tines and
furrowing tool accessories available.
RIG. ¶1.50 E-Z KARE LATEX
FLAT ENAMEL
KARI 8"GAL.
Looks like flat, scrubs, clean like
mime Most dirt and stains can't
penetrate-scrub off MO For
walls, ceilings, woodwork-any-





Lasts twice as long as conventional
atains Applies with brush, roller or
soray High-hiding finish for use on
rough-cut or smooth wood. 21 colors:
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were on
Prices Good Thurs., April 29
thru Wed. May 5 WITH THESE
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 00
•
New Crisp '100 Bills :i401
•To Be Given Away
• Nothing to Buy No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is Register Each Time You
Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m.




.Employees of Porkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults only [nay register























ECONOMY • PRICED FOOD VALUES!
Drinks
Your Choice-






























































































































• Ruby Red or White
•
• Grapefruit•














410 Garden Delight French
• Fries
•
• Morton New Country Table TV
• • Dinners•
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Hearings Completed On New Banking Operations
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Banking and
Securities Department has
completed hearings on ap-
plications by two groups to





the department will render a
decision on the applications
after May 17.
Two University of Kentucky
economics professors
disagreed in the hearings over
which: _applicant would. _be
most likely to succeed in the
Christian County seat.
Dr. Stuart Greenbaum said
he favored a proposed new
Pennyrile Citizens Bank,
while Dr. Randolph McGee
oiaid 46e recommended
allowing the Peoples Bank of
Pembroke to move its main
office to Hopkinsville and
make its existing Pembroke
office a branch bank.
Tuesday's testimony
wrapped up the two-day
hearing before Lee Langston,
banking department general
counsel, on the applications by
the Pembroke bank and the
group seeking to open the
Pennyrile Citizens Bank.
Each opposes the other's
application, and each ap-
plication is also opposed by
Hopkinsville's two existing
banks— First City Bank &
Trust Co. and Planters Bank &
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two Navy sailors go on trial
June 16 in Louisville on
charges in connection with
damage to 23 Jefferson County
school buses on the nights of
March 6 and March 7.
Police said some $7,500
worth Of damage was done to
the buses parked at Dawson
Education Center on Preston
Highway.
Charged are Karl Wayne
White of Pasadena, Tex., and
Lee Vincent McLaughlin of
Boise, Idaho.
rRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Former -,covington City
Manager Pattl Royster begins
work May 10 as city manager
of Frankfort. He is the eighth
city manager in the state
capital in 11 years.
The Frankfort City Com-
mission's vote Monday night
to employ the 47 year-old
Rayster for the $22,000-a-year
job was unanimous. Royster
was chosen from among eight
applicants.
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) —
Miners have voted to return to
work at Falcon Coal Co. in
Breathitt County but truck




Tuesday to end a strike over
disciplinary policies by some
450 persons. That walkout
began April 12.
But a company, spokesman
said the Breathitt County
Truckers Association
members, who walked out
April 23 in a contract dispute
with Falcon, are still off the
job.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Union Labor Against Busing,
hich tried and failed to
obtain permits for Kentucky
Derby Day antibusing mar-
ches, voted last week not to
stage a march. But some
•fficials believe some
protestors will try to
•emonstrate anyway on
aturday.
"Based on the information
e have received from some
f the antibusing meetings, we
feel some of these people will
ry to march," said Louisville
Police Chief John Nevin.
Nevin said Tuesday that
ecurity will be stepped up
uring Saturday's 102nd Run
or the Roses. He said the 780
en and women of the city
• lice force all will be on duty
rby day, including an
larged reserve force of 80.
He said riot gear will be
available.
Trust Co.
A group applying to the U.S.
government for a charter to
open a national bank in
Hopkinsville is also opposing
both applications.
Greenbaum and McGee
agreed that either bank could
probably be profitable after
its second year in Hopkin-
sville.
Greenbaum said "robust"
growth in the population and
economy have made the
Hopkinsville area ''ripe" for
expansion of banking
facilities.
He argued that a new bank
should bring entirely new and
more competitive
management into the com-
munity. and said the proposed
Pembroke bank move would
not do.
He said the Pennyrile bank
would be committed to of-
fering services not now
available at other Christian
County banks— such as free
checking. Saturday banking,
X
••••••• J\J••••  las...
al • • II II1M_L is IN 1. • • • sir uoi_ or _MAL.. V
U. PP
III r
al r lr•Ivi 4 ILIATI.Iii r.Tr
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.4 III 6311111111. II till 11111111111111
k _111 
-- — ri .... .... - •
-----0 ----I•k 
Imo IS Ile •
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II I
HIGHWAY 64lMURR1AY,  t- ,. •. exact 
. .ictured — .III
niaxumini interest on savings
and simple interest on con-
sumer loans.
McGee, however, said
permitting the Pennyrile bank
to open would "very clearly
damage the competitive
position" of the Pembroke
bank.
He
We have more fishing items than any other area store.. oil at discount prices
Porto-Jiffy
Small Item Organizer
12 Drawer 9 Drawer
































bank's proposal should be
approved because it has
established customers in
Christian County and a stable
profit base from which to
operate. He said it would have
a better chance than the
Pennyrile bank to be
profitable after its first year.










sytile real estate developer,
said the Pennyrile bank's
proposed location on the south
side of town would put the
bank within 1,000 yards of
businesses with $75 million
annually in retail sales.
The Pembroke bank, which
proposes to move into
downtown Hopkinsville, would
be locating far from the
commercial and industrial




Reg. 5.99 S. 6.99








Tlgoutor.J. o/ *Ott§ edlus/e61*
,̀itwois
E.G. Adams, a former state
banking conunissioner who
will head the Pennyrile bank if
its application is approved,
said the proposed bank's
services, wide distribution of
its stock ownership and its
"most viable group" of in-
corporators convinced him to
return to Hopkinsville from
his current position as
chairman of the board of the
Sedalia, Mo., Mercantile
Clothing
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be subitutted by 12





















Araxoramatelv 12.000 so !!
of rental space available a.
2nd and i'oplar Street,
Western Dark Tobai
Packing Corp , MurraN




















contact Sheriffs office in
Murray or Mayfield, Ky.
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.






































A new easy to wetir
hearing devtce is now
being offered free of
cost to people with
faded hearing by Guy's
Hisoring Aid Center,
dealer for Miracle For
Hearing Aids It will
help greatly r•duce
the strain of listening to
your radio and TV
programs The mar-
velous little electronic
device, while not a
hearing aid has proven
to be o great blessing
to those with Impaired
hearing and helpful to
all those around them
Hardly a day goes by
that we ore not
thank•d for the
amazing help derived
from this tiny deivic•
Do you have trouble
hearing In church or
when two or more
people ore present? Do
you hear the sound but




the phone ond dial 502-
474-8847 giving your
name and address Or
write Guy's Hearing
Aid Center, Route 5,
Benton It will cost you
-nothing to hove this 
now electronic device
sent to you without
obligation. it may help
you as it hos helped so
many others
Please far people with
hearing problems Only
one too family
THIS IS A comprehensive
evaluation and not a
secretary week ac-
colate. Allene (Pete)












Ambulance   753-9332
Hospital



















5. lost And Found








wanted top pay ex-
perienced only. Call 502-
886-6325. Ask for Tom or
Mac.





.Box 188 AY, Albany,
MO. 64402.
NEED SOMEONE TO do
housecleaning 2 days a




LADIES four hours per
day, $25.00 per day.
Must have use of car.
For interview write Box




work, must be good
typist. Write Box 3211)





I LIVE 3.5 miles front
Murray, want someone
















)'OU'ItE KEE PtivE. ME
AWAKE vvrri-1 "i01.11Z
COLIGNIN&. &ET uP
AND GET A DRINK
7 HATE S1L_LY
HE'S LIABLE TO COME
OVER HERE AND MOVE
YOUR NOSE BACK AND
FORTH ACROSS qXlk FACE!
-EE COME TH' FiRSrAW
WoRer "! EARTHQUAKE MC GOON Yr Th'








illEE3f3E /MAMMY IS TN' ONLY CRITTER 11\1/
TH' WORLD KIN DOT1-1/ :SRN-A-LOOT-Yr-
BLIT- MEE3E3e 7- PASSES FL1M MoThER






desiring to raise money.
Nationally known firm,































call Bob at Dill Electric,
753-9104.
QUICK CASH WILL BUY
furniture by the piece or
houseful, most anything
of value. Call 753-0154.
15. Articles For Sale
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co., Lynn Grove,
Ky., or call 435-4197
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
4169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
dr S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
REFRIGERATOR,
mattress; tower type T
V. antenna, hide-a-bed,
maple table and chairs,
kitchen set, young
calves, upright semi-
modern piano, King size
bed complete. Call 753-
E4333 evenings.
FOR SALE: formals, size
7, very fashionable,
chiffon with halter
backs. Worn only once.
Priced reasonable. Call













$100.00. In good con-
dition. Call 492-8849.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried




home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop".
TWO FORMALS for sale.
One size 8 and one size
10, Misses. Ladies suits,
size 10 Call 753-6057.











plete with 40 h.p.
Johnson and aluminum.
Barreatine trailer.
Ready to go. $1150. Call
753-7846.
soil at all, on carpets





radial tires, size BR78-
13, good tread. $50.00.
Call 753-4721.
KING SIZE BED, color T.
V., recliner, swivel
rocker, Arc welder,





freezer, side by side,
$275.00. 8 h.p. Gilson
riding mower, $500.00.
Large dog house, $.5.00.
Round swivel chair,
$15.00. 50 hand split
fence rails, $4.00 each.
Odds and ends. Call 753-
1499 or 753-3080.
SAVE $70 on deluxe 23
cu. ft.as 359chestf.95reezer
Was 







FENCE SALE at SEARS
now through April 30.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-







old, owner is moving out
of town. Call 767-2355
after 4:30.
TAPPAN STOVE with
self clean oven. 6150.00.
Like new. Call 489-2280,
after 5 p.m.
DUNCAN PHYFE couch




and Service, 500 Maple















FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
OLDER MODEL 320 Case
backhoc $2,600.00. Call
436-2262.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both from








model, Ford plow three
14", 8' wheel type disc, 2
row cultivator, lime
truck, 1960 Dodge, Case




boat, motor and trailer.
Call 753-1556 after 5 p.m.
X 8' MONARCH
DELUXE Pontoon, 1974
tnodel with 70 ti.-07-
Evinrude motor, used
only 15 hours. Fully
equipped and only $3,200
complete. Phone 436-
320 or 436-2473.
DELTA CRAFT 14' Jon
boat. $160.00. Call after
5, 437-4526.
1971 RUNABOUT, NEW
back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.





10 SPEED BICYCLE, 24"
Nishiki, like new. New
$150.00, sell $100.00. Call
753-2958
21' AQUARIUS sailboat.
Ready to sail with many








organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Aso The











(1)() South 3 Street
Flies. Roaches






Plastic put under house.
Kelley Termite and Pest
Contr61, 753-3914.
24. Miscellaneous












made any size for an-
tique beds or campers















15th across from library,










Marble. 612 South 9th.
NICE CABINET TYPE
stereo, phonograph and









years old for a color
portable TV., 19"




DEMCO Star, 5 months
old, $250; Jon son
Messenger 323A with
Turner +3 mike; VHF
Hi-Lo monitor antenna,
$15.00. 50 watt base
linear amplifier, 6125.00.
Call 753-9845 after 5 p.m.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 X 601970 JETLIN-
NER.Fully furnished.
Underpinning. $4,600.
For information call 753-
9783.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1969 SHELBY 12x65, 3
bedroom, 1'2 bath,
central air and heat
Call 753-8717 after 5.
1972 12 X 60 TWO
'BEDROOMS, central
air, washer, dryer, tie
downs, underpinning,




1972 HOMETTE 12 x 60,
unfurnished, all electric
house trailer, take over
payments with small
down payment or $3,900.




home 12' wide *totally
electricl $2,500. Several
choice used homes plus




12 x 60 WINSTON, i
bedroom, central air
and heat. All electric.
Call 489-2317 or 489-2348
28. Heati
AIR CONDITION sali,
Thomas A. Edison 10,0po
BTU, 8199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office. Paris. Tenn.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home located on large
lot, 1 mile from city
limits. Call 753-7850 or
753-8681.
31. Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.





Buel Stalls, 753-3519. 4
3N E BEDROOM
FURNISHEDapartment
with part utilities paid.
Call 753-9741.
NICE FURNISI4D
apartment. May be seen
at Kelly's Pest Conttol,
100 South 13th.
FURNISHED APART-
MF.NT FOR rent. Also





























































































































































































32 Arhatments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR




paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. $100.00
deposit, 6 months lease,
no pets, must meet
income specifications

















MENT for 2 near
University. Available









ment located next to
White Hall, adjacent to







Call 762-6341 days, 753-
1398 after 5 p.m. and
weekends.
34 Houv-% for Rent
THREE BEDR,00111
brick on Covey Drive,








Duroc bred gilts, also
crossbred boars, ser-





blood lines. Call 435-
4481.





lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
RABBITS ALL AGES,
colors and sex. 4-H











RIPE, pick your own.
Four miles West of Tri-
City on Highway 83.
Watch for signs. Hoyt F.
Adams Strawberry
Farm, Route 1,




SATURDAY May 1st, 7
a.m. -5 p.m. Lynnwood




items: rugs, fruit jars,
children's tricycles and
toys, child's desk, solid
maple bed, and lots
more. Sale held rain or
shine.
BIG GARAGE SALE
Saturday May 1, 502
South 11th, starts at 7
a.m. clothing-all kinds
and sizes. Many games
and toys, dishes,
miscellaneous, iron.




108 South 13th St. Starts
at 7 a.m., clothing all
kinds and sizes. Many
games and toys, dishes,
T.V., mixer, iron, many
other items, come early.
EIGHT PARTY YARD
sale, 219 South 13th,
Friday 9 a.m. - ?,
Saturday 9 a.m. -?
Mechanics tools, fishing
tackle, 51/2 h.p. Johnson









SALE $600.00 per acre.
some blacktop road
frontage. near South
Marshall on 641. Call
492-8354.
43 Real Estate
Nice 3 bedroom brick
home, newly decorated,
large bath, living room
with fireplace, den and
kitchen combination
including washer, dryer
-hod stove, carport, on
large lot, good location.
5 acres in city zoned for
business with good
, frame house. $30,000.
Good 3 bedroom brick
near Grade school and
University for $20,000.
14 acres open land about
11 acres cleared 3 miles
East of Hardin and 1,2







*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENI AND SALE





This week a lot of old pocket knives, straight
razors, kerosene lamp. dough tray, old picture
album, old clocks, brass, copper, iron, tools, lan-
tern, old gun, furniture, glass, old Carnival, Iris
pattern, lot more glass of all kinds. Old
Rhinestone, fruit pictures, other old pictures.
Bavarian china, stone crocks, churn lids, stove,







Are Now On Sale
in the office





BUY A LOT on beautiful
Lake Barkley five




ming, boating, and other
recreational facilities. A
wide range of lot prices
is sure to offer an
adequate selection to




and unwooded. One of
the most unique and
scenic locations
anywhere in the twin
lakes area on this
panorarnis permisula.
Phone Bill Kopperud at
753-1222, KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main for an
inspection of the
property.
SIX AtRES 5 miles West





GET BACK TO BASICS.
81/2 acre tract of wooded
bind North of Almo
Heights. Take one good
look and give in to the
Pioneer Spirit in all of
us. Call 753-8080 or come




Extra nice 11 room, 6
bedroom 4 bath, home
with everything. Central
gas heat and central air,
12 closets, basement, 2
fireplaces, wall to wall
carpets, drapes, den,
dining room, built-ins in
the kitchen, and lots of
extras on a good sized




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.





This 3 bedroom Seim, 4.
with esstrvi limn end sir
00 moos Ow 4 hoThi) Oa
100 250 ft he.
csiivinty
3 Ilswinisii grid, 1544
15004044 ca45401,4141Cas ON
0514 .4 tio. bete. 1sti is




44 lots for Sale
BY OWNER 105 X 155 lot,
u2 mile on 94 East.
Maple Wood Estates
Priced to sell. Call 753-
8255 after 5 p.m
°I SEE SAME OF "THE CAN1,11741E9 ARE
CHANGING 'THEIR C AMPA I 6•N SW-E."
44 lots For Sale
FISH ALOT?
BUY A LOT ON beautiful
Lake Barkley. A large
number of lots available
only minutes by boat
from Barkley Lodge
with its championship 18










prices. Call Bill Kop-
perud at 753-1222,
KOPPERUD REALTY,
711 Main for an inspection
of the lots.
•
46. Homes For Sale
FIR ALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone








bath, central air and
heat, gas grill, paneled
kitchen and den, built-
ins, patio, outside shed,
garden ready to plant.
South 16th Street. Call
753-0886.
MOVING MUST SELL!
10 room frame home
with large lot near
University. Lots of
space and attractive




cl,n, living room, bath
at d utility building. All
drapes, garbage
disposal, built-in range
witt. double oven and
rotisserie. Carpeted




FOUR BEDROOM 2 bath,
dining room, sunken









Price to sell at
$10,000. Phone 753-
0675.
OUR LOSS, YOUR GAIN.
605 Broad Street.
Murray. $3,000. We paid
$4,000 for this property






or handyman. Call 207-
623-8222 or 753-A190.
1 Mile East On Hwy. 94
Rt. 3, Box 16 Ph. 753-7852
Murray, Ky. 42071






reduced for quick sale.
Three bedroom frame in
Murray. Phone 753-7573.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage, apple
trees, 2 outbuildings,
garden spot, all on over
1 acre. Two miles South
of Bel Aire Shopping
Center on 641 Call 753-
0154.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK, central air and
heat, garage, covered
patio, carpet, drapes,
1607 Parklane. Call 753-
3604.
47. Motorcycles
1973 HONDA CB-350 with
lots of extras. Call 753-
6000.
175 CAN AM, motorcycle
trailer, and accessories.
Two 10 speed bikes. Call
753-1753.
1972 CB 1O0 Honda.
$250.00. Call 489-2595.
1974 250 MX Yamaha
Phc...e 753-7497 or 753-
9378.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1974 PORSCHE 914, one
owner, 26,000 miles, new
condition $5,300. Call
502-924-5438 after 7p. m.









Air,' 6 cylinder, 2 -new
tires, good condition.
Call after 6 p. m., 753-
8900.
1972 HONDA CAR. Good
condition 40 m.p.g., new
engine. Call 753-2329.
1969 FORD VAN E-3003/4
ton, 302. automatic.




1971 TOYOTA OHC 6
cylinder automatic.
Crown deluxe with
32,000 actual miles in
perfect condition
$1000.00. Call 354-6691.








V-8 automatic. Call 436-
5366 or 436-5437.
1970 OPAL KADET 2 door
sedan, automatic
transmission, good
condition 1750 00. Call
753-9189 or 753-8124 after
5.
1969 VW - Kalman Ghia
convertible, 4 speed
transmission, only
15.000 miles on ':engine.
(7orne take a look at this
fine buy at only $725,00.
John N,•Ariuer, 753-
7531
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1071 PLYMOUTH




34mpg, $3,800. Call 753-
9982 after 4 p. m.
1974 MUSTANG II, local
car, owner, low mileage,
good condition. Call 753-
3368 after 5.
1971 VW SQUAREBACK
air condition, one owner,
$1,295. Call 753-4445.
1973 MALIBU LAGUNA.
Black, low mileage, Call
753-8030.
1971 VW BEETLE, extra




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
CAMPER FOR PICKUP
truck. Sleeps 4. $200.00.
Call 437-4492 after 4 p.m.
NICE USED CAMPERS
very reasonable. Can be
seen at Whites Used Car
Lot, East 94 highway, 3
miles from Murray. Call
753-0605.
1972 MAN-O-WAR sliding
_Iruck camper. Pt', like
,new. One mile North of
Lynn Grove or call 435-
4326 after 5 p.m.
HP,. FT. FULL CAB
OVER. Electric or gas,
refrigerator, sleeps 6.
Extras. Like new. With
or without camper
special truck. See at Tr-








Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
suitflY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.









1, extremely good rates.
Call 753-1960.
PANTING EXTERIOR,
interior, years of ex-
perience. By the, job or






Call 753-4124, South 4th







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




IN BY SEARS save on
these high heat and
cooling bills, call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
& B WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121.

















KELLY WOODS IS now is
plumbing business for
himself. Licensed
Master Plumber for any
plumbing needs. Call






and exterior. Let Bob do











No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.









vice. No job too small.















and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
























JUNK CARS picked up,






registered in P. 0. A.
Call Frank Spiceland,
438-5697.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.











When you meal svpaies
eel...paws, of ser•Ke al is
(leaellett Is whorl sre eases
last 14. hove 'Sewn $eona s
one/ oftot doom, tgorrent
Ir ?OM 0 it you yeas, oe












0712 - night 901-642-7791
or in Murray, Murray




and dirt. Call 437-4533,


















Infants, 1, 2, and 3




BEAUTY parlor to your'
house. You'll be proud
you did. Careful exterior
house painting. Call 436-







53 Feed And Seed






SOY BEAN SEED 23
bushel, Cutler 13 bushel.
Essex $5.00 bushel Call
435-4429.
Our prices start at 2386.00. Complete, Floored,
ready to use. We also build Mobile Home room
ad-crns, Patios, Carports, Portable offices, Mini-
cottages, and boat docks. For the Best for Less.
Visit, CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE
BUILDINGS on Cherry Corner Pottertown Road
i the old Hicks Cemetery Road Call 753-0984.
NOTICE
Mayor and Common Council of
City of Murray, Ky. will be
receiving sealed bids for
bituminous asphalt paving for
approximately 41/2 miles of
street in City of Murray for the
Murray Street Department.
Bids will be received through
Monday at 5 p.m., May 10th at
the Office of City Clerk. Suc-
cessful bidder will be required to
furnish $5,000 security bond.
Mayor and City Council can
select lowest or best bid and
reserves the right to reject any
or all bids.
Save On Repossessed
Take Up Monthly Payment
25" TV Color Console 51 8"
2.5" TV B/W Console 4'
23" Color TV Console 115
19" Color portable TV 14"
19" Color Portable TV 5'
Stereo Console 1115
Stereo Components 7f*
2 Manual Organ 1 9"
Piano g, Bench 22"





Chestnut St. 753-7575 hilumry, Ky.
I
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Music Workshops Set
This Summer At MSU
Music workshops at Murray
State University for piano
teachers, elementary music
teachers, and choral directors
are scheduled during June and
July.
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of
the sponsoring College of
Creative Expression, said
each of the workshops will last
three days. He listed these
dates and workshop directors:
Piano teachers—June 24-26.
Enid Katahn of Nashville, who
holds a joint appointment at
Peabody College and the Blair
Academy of Music, will focus
! on the challenges of teaching
Works by Scarletti, Ravel, and
American contemporary
composers. "How to" sessions
will deal with the development





professor of music at the
University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana, is one of
the best-known clinicians in
the United States, with ex-





Moss at socks at local interest at noon




.,....Industrial Avg -3 07
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-•6., Amer. Motors r. -,,,
Ashland oti Frki -4
AT&T 56'. unc
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Gen Motors 69% unc
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Goodrich 25% unc
Gulf Oil 254 -4
Pennwalt 33% +4
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Kaufman & Bread 9% unc
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Union Carbide  71'i. ii-
W.R. Grace 27% • .
Texaco -----.... 25% um




Jim Walters r 3041 -%Kirsch 15% +%
Disney 55% A4




The funeral for Winford L.
McNeese of Murray Route
Two is being held today at
three p.m. at the Carr and
Erwin Funeral Home,
Pulaski, Tenn., with burial to
follow in the Maplewood
Cemetery there.
Mr. McNeese, age 45, died
Monday at 9:25 a.m, at the
Cardiac Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a machinist
and welder at Vanderbilt
Chemical Company, Murray.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ophelia Hereford McNeese,
Murray Route Two; one
daughter, Mrs. Larry (Edna)
Jones, Kirksey Route One;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
McNeese, Pulaski, Tenn.; two
sisters, Mrs. Mauvoline
Burns, Pulaski, Term., and
Mrs. Cherry Ann McCree,
Good Springs, Tenn.
The Bialock-Coleman




Funeral services for N. Dale
Outland were held this
morning at 10:30 at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Harold
Lassiter officiating.
Full military rites are being
held at the gravesite today at
1:30 p.m. at the Fort Donelson
National Cemetery, Dover,
Tenn.
Mr. Outland, an Army
veteran, age 44, died suddenly
from an apparent heart attack
at a hospital in Port Charlotte,
Fla. He was a resident of Cape
Coral, Fla., formerly of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Jo Ann Miles Outland, Cape
Coral, Fla.; mother, Mrs.
Marelle Outland. Westland,
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Wanda Boutin, Livonia, Mich.,
and Mrs. Marion Turbett,
Westland, Mich.
31. Hal Herman of Winchester,
Va., coordinator for drama
and special events at
Shenandoah College and
Conservatory of Music, will
concentrate his efforts on
producing musicals in the
public schools and on the
staging of choir concerts.
Each workshops provides
the option for receiving one
semester hour 61 university
credit at either the graduate
or undergraduate level for
eligible participants. The cost
of each is $25, with an ad-
ditional tuition fee for
academic credit.
Application forms or fifethers
information about any of the
summer music workshops at
Murray State may be obtained
by writing to: Summer
Workshops, College of
Creative Expression, Murray






The honor roll for the past
six weeks at East Calloway
Elementary School has been
released by the principal, Bob
Allen, as follows:
Sixth grade — Rex Morgan,
Christi Hale, Randy Dawson,
Carla Barnett, Dewawne Hill,
Ellen King, Ladonna Overbey,
and Joe Zinkovich.
Seventh grade — Candy
Maddox, Aleah Lamb, Lori
Hale, Kelly King, Debbie
Hooks, Cindy Johnson, Kim
Weatherford, Jeff Wyatt,
Leslie Atkins, Tammy Davis,
Debbie Ferguson, Kathy
Bynum, Susan Clark and
Debbie Stubblefield.
Eighth grade — Mary
Wagoner, Jane Wesson,
Townya West, Mary Elkins,
Melissa Brinkley, Thomas




of the Personal Enrichment
Center and a member of the
faculty of the Dept. of
Business and Education at
Murray State University, was
the guest speaker at the
regular meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club.
Mrs. Thurman told the
Rotarians about the college
student of the past, present
and future and described
some of the things that a boy
or girl feels when he or she
comes to college.
The college student is a
"unique, exciting, inquiring,
intelligent, caring person with




A Spring Bazaar will be held
by the Kirksey and Lynn
Grove Senior Citizens in the
Central Shopping Center on
Highway 641 North in Murray
on Friday, April 30.
Hours of the bazaar will be
from ten a.m. to five p.m. and
the public is urged to attend, a




DERBY DAY PLANNER -Making plans for Derby Day ictivities scheduled for May 1
at the Murray Country Club are committee members, left to right, seated, Carol Hib-
bard, Leta Rushing, Donna Keller, Dean Poston and Mr. and Mrs. Marty Mattis. Standing




With the big "Derby Day"
activities at the Murray
Country Club only two days
away, Mrs. Donna Keller, one
of the chairmen, is em-
phasizing that club members
need not have reservations for
the 6 p.m. buffet dinner in
order to participate in the
afternoon-long activities.
Entitled "Let's Go To The
Races," the day's activities
will start at 1 p.m. witt.. a
number of "armchair races,"
featuring films of some of the
most outstanding races in the
country'.
The actual running of the
101st Kentucky Derby will be
viewed on television, begin-
ning at 4 p.m., with the buffet
dinner and music scheduled to
start at 6 p.m. Reservations
for the dinner, for which $5.00
per person is being charged,
closed last Friday.
A burgoo lunch also will be
available for early arrivals,
Mrs. Keller said in inviting all
members of the club to par-
ticipate in any or all of the
afternoon's activities. Other
than the charge for the buffet
dinner no other charges are
being made.
Fish Supper Planned
At The Alford Lodge
A fish supper, sponsored by
the Alford Masonic Lodge and
Order of the Eastern Star, will
be held Saturday, May 1, at
the Alford Masonic Lodge
Building at Aurora.
Serving will start at 5:30 p.
m. The price will be all you
can eat, adults $3.50, and
children 12 and under $1.50
Mothers Day Bazaar
To Be Held Saturday
The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
will have a "Mothers Day
Bazaar' • on Saturday, May 1,
at ten a.m. in front of Singer
Sewing Machine Shop in the
Bel Air Shopping Center.
Macrame' hangings,
crocheted items, - jewelry,
potted plants, purses,
decoupage, and many other
crafts will be sold.
CUB SCOUT PACK
Cub Scout Pack 57 will meet
Thursday, April 29, at seven p.
m. at Carter School.
Johnson County Bootlegger
Alleges Payoffs To Sheriff
CATLETTSBURG, Ky.
CAP) — A Johnson County
man has said he and others
gave money to the county
sheriff and county judge pro
tem in return for assurances
their bootlegging operations
would not be rhideci. - •
Herbie Gene Wheeler, 39,
Flat Gap, was the first major
witness in the U.S. District
Court trial of Sheriff Ray
Melvin and County Judge Pro
Tern Robert Stafford. Melvin
has been indicted on 11 counts
of extortion and Stafford is
charged with five coil/14.
Wheeler, who was scheduled
--for eross-examisiation '.by
defense attorneys today, told
the court Tuesday he had
some income from Social
Security and some from
State Income Tax Refunds
May Run As Late As July
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentuckians will still be
receiving state income tax
refunds until the middle of




Tuesday it is possible some
refunds may not be sent until
July, the start of the new fiscal
year. -
In that event, there is a
crumb of comfort for such
taxpayers—the state will pay
8 per cent instead of 6 per cent
interest under a new statute.
Carpenter said that as of
April 23, eight days after the
filing deadline, the state had
sent 550,000 refunds which
averaged $67.83 each.
This compares with 498,000
sent by that time the-Previous
year with an average of $59.92
each.
Thousands of Kentuckians
have sent amended income
tax returns after discovering
their first versions lacked
certain information or con-
tained errors.
On the other hand, be added,
possibly increased em-
ployment in eastern Ken-
tucky's coal fields may have
added to the taxpayer rolls
last year.
"The entire filing process
has gone real smoothly this




Carpenter said there is no
count of persons who asked for
an extension past April 15.
Two Kentuckians
Are All-Americans
From somewhere in this
state, two high school
musicians are headed for New
York City; Pasadena,
California, and the title of
"All-American."
The search is on for the top
102 high school musicians—
two from each state and the
District of Columbia—who
will comprise the 1976
McDonald's All-American
"A lot of people filed these High School Band.
amended returns back if Sponsored each year byFebruary and January
-rk: McDonald's restaurants, the
expected a refund oniciel McDonald's All-Americaneven so," Carpenter said. High School Band in 1976 will"They don't realize that it's
hard for us to get the amended
and original copiesinatched
up. It takes time."
The commissioner said a
rather puzzling trend has been
the filing of as many as 100,000
more returns this year than
last.
"We've been expecting 1.1
million .returns, but I think it
may reach 1.2 million by the
time our final figures are in,"
he said. "We're going to look
into that."
Carpenter said "I suspect
we might not have had a good
count ( in 1974)."
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal .State Market News Service
April 25. 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts 1 Act 374 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 504.-75t higher Sows stead) 50e
higher
US 1-235s-23o Mt. 247.75-48.W
US 1-3 impaills. $47.25-47 75
US 2-4 2401101lbe. $46-4725
US 3-4 250-2130 lbs. $45.25-16.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.  539.50-40.50
US 1-3 300450 tbs. $40 M-11.00US 1-3 456.650 lbs. 440 50-41 50
US 2-3 300-500 Ref  236.50-39 50Boars $32.00-36.00 •
,(Continued from Page 1) '
you I'm a little bit disappointed," Udall
said. "But I'm not dismayed and I'm
not discouraged."
In the delegate fight, with 72 per cent
of the 9,638 precincts reported, Carter
led for 61, Udall 24, Jackson 17, Gov.
Milton J. Shapp of Pennsylvania 17,
Wallace 3, and uncommitted 44.
"We're going to win, win on the first
ballot," Carter said, claiming his
Pennsylvania triumph had pushed his
delegate total over 400 and that he
would have more than 1,000 by the time
of the last primary June 8.
"A lot of uncommitted delegates are
now ready to move toward me," Carter
said.
It takes 1,505 delegates for
nomination at the Democratic National
" Convention in New York City in July.
In the preference balloting, more
popularly known as "the beauty con-
test," Carter captured 37 per cent of the
votes, compared with 25 per cent for
Jackson, 19 for Udall and 11 for
Wallace.
With 93 per cent of the vote counted
these were the figures:
Carter 471,344 or 36 per cent
Jackson 316 542 or 25 per cent
Udall 241.344 or 19 per cent
Wallace 143,443 or 11 per cent.
Shapp, who quit the presidential race
in March after dismal primary
showings, 33,903 or 3 per cent.
Anti-abortion candidate Ellen
McCormack 37,486 or 3 per cent.
Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana 16,471 or l
per cent.
Former Oklahoma Sets. Fred Harris
13,204 or 1 per cent.
Ford said Carter's victory apparently
assures the former Georgia governor of
the nomination.
"I don't see how the Democratic
smoke-filled rooms in New York can
take the nomination away from him,"
Ford said from Texas.
Pennsylvania voters also nominated
party candidates for the U.S. Senate
seat of retiring Republican Hugh Scott,
the minority leader.
Philadelphia Congressman William
Green was a landslide winner on the
Democratic side.
Pittsburgh Rep. H. John Heinz 3rd
was locked in a tight battle with
Philadelphia Dist. Atty. Arlen Specter
for the GOP bid.
Carter told jubilant followers he had
wiped out every possible obstacle with
his latest victory, the seventh in nine
mark ILS tenth anniversary
increasing its ranks to more
than 1,000 alumni.
High school band directors
in all 50 states and the District
of Columbia have been invited
to nominate their two best
musicians before the June 30
deadline. Paul Lavalle, the
Band's director, and members
of the McDonald's All-
American High School Band
Advisory Board will make the
final selections.
Denver Attracts
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ) AP ) —
Nearly 18,000 persons jammed
traffic and then jammed the
turnstiles to hear John Denver
sing _ at Freedom Hall in
Louisville.
Denver made his fifth stop
on a 13-city tour in Louisville
Tuesday night for a Kentucky
Derby Festival concert.
Denver appeared on a
revolving pedestal in the
center of the immense hall.
Fans applauded his new and
old songs, and also bought
large quantities of John
Denver posters and T-shirts.
primaries, obviously including a man
who wasn't on the ballot, Minnesota
Sen.. Hubert H. Humphrey.
Four years ago, Humphrey won the
state just as. convincingly as Carter,
and he was still the choice of most labor
leaders who had turned to Jackson as a
last hope in stopping the frontrunning
Georgian.
The disappointed Jackson, who had
come here three weeks ago flush on a
primary triumph in New York boasting
he was the only Democrat able to win a
big industrial state, said he was going
to change his campaigning style.
"1 think it will be. a dramatic
change," Jackson said, without
revealing particulars, "a change new to
American politics, a change that
eliminates a lot of gimmickry, hand-
shaking and press-the-flesh...."
Udall, determined to stay in the
presidential fight to the end, said the
Pennsylvania primary was "one battle
in a very long war."
Carter was behind in only two of the
state's 67 counties, trailing Jackson in
Philadelphia, where the Washington
senator had the backing of Mayor
Frank I, Ri7.70, and Udall in affluent,
liberal Montgomery, a suburb of
Philadelphia.
The state made the process
easy. If the taxpayer received
a federal extension all he had
to do was attach a copy of such
proof when filing the late state
return.
Some 65 temporary workers
were hired by the revenue
department to handle the tax
return crush. Carpenter said
they will be let go gradually
over the next two months.
bootlegging.
He said he and some other
Johnson County bootleggers
gathered in his garage in
December, 1974, for a meeting
with the sheriff. He said each
of the bootleggers 'agreed at
the meeting to pay the sheriff
$250 a month for "protection"
of their operations.
Wheeler said a payment was
delivered to Melvin on the 15th
of each month between
January and May, 1975. The
fliSt payment, $1,750, was
given to Melvin in the
bathroom of the sheriff's
office. in Paintsville, and
-•suhie4uent 'payments were
made at Melvin's house, he
said.
He said Melvin told him the
bootleggers would be safe
from raids if the money was
paid. He said he was given
$250 of the $1,750 initial
payment for collecting the
money, and was paid $25 per
$250 collected thereafter.
Soft after the payments
started, Wheeler said, state
police conducted a raid.
Wheeler said when he went to
pay the fine he told Judge Pro
Tem Stafford "I thought we
were supposed to be taken
care of."
Wheeler said Stafford told
him he hadn't recieved any
money and had no authority to
grant protection.
-But . a few days „later,
Wheeler said, Stafford called
him and told him to come to
the judge's office. Wheeler
said Stafford and Jaidge Bill
Ward were present and that
Ward told him protection
would cost $550 a month. Ward
died in November, 1975.
Wheeler said he made $550
payments to Stafford on five
occasions. He said he
collected the money from
other bootleggers and
sometimes borrowed on his
BankAmericard if he hadn't
collected enough.
He said Stafford called him,
Mice, $0 w0 that Kentucky
State Police had warrants and
were about to conduct a raid.
U.S. District Judge H. David
Herrnansdorfer sent, the jury
from the federal courtroom at
6:45 p.m., and then conducted
a two-hour hearing on the
admissibility of some tape
recordings said to contain
discussions between Sheriff
Melvin and two alleged
bootleggers—George and
Glenna Tackett. •
The judge ruled the tapes
could be admitted after he was
satisfied 'they were the
originals, were intelligible,
and had not been tampered
with, and also that the
Tacketts were not forced or
coerced into cooperating with
state police, who made the
tapes.
Police Probe Fund Raising In Pike
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
Kentucky State Police, fan-
ning out to the far corners of
Pike County, have questioned
about 60 coal operators in an
investigation of fund raising
alleged to have been on behalf
of Gov. Julian Carroll.
Another 25 strip-mine
operators 'will be handed
questionnaires to fill out and
sign, and the first step n the
probe may be finished next
week.







Directors, in their regular bi-
monthly session this week:
—Reviewed the previously
reported first quarter 1976
—operating results
—Declared cash dividend
for the second quarter of 1976.
W.R. Tappan, chairman of
the board, indicated: "The
board of directors was en-
couraged by the previously
reported first quarter net
earnings of $.9 million. or $.31
per share, compared to last
year's first quarter losses of
$1.8 million, or $.58 per share.
Included in this year's ear-
nings were the utilization of
certain loss carry forwards
and investment tax credits
from prior years to provide a
$.12 per share benefit. The
improvement over 1975 was a
result of a 27.2 percent in
crease in sales to $61.2 million
and cost control efforts of the
past several quarters."
Tappan further stated, "in
view of the company's im-
proving financial position, the
Board declared a second
quarter cash dividend of $.05
per share, payable on June 15,
1976, to shareholders of record
on June 1, 1976, The Company
has paid a continuous quar-
terly dividend since 1935."
Tappan is diversified
manufacturer of products




heating and air conditioning
equipment, kitchen cabinets,
bathroom vanities and
medicine cabinets, and metal
waste containers. The Murray
Operation of The Tappan Co.
has been shut down since last
June by a workers' strike.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.7.
up 0.2.
Below darn 303.3, up 0.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.8,
up 0.2.
Below dam 303.8, down 0.1.
Sunset 8:07. Sunrise 5:40.
Moon sets 6:21 p.m.. rises
5:30 a.m.
allegations that as much as
$500,000 was donated by
operators in the state's largest
county.
The Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance, which has
held two hearings on the
matter, is -conducting the
probe, which stems from a
newspaper story.
Registry Chairman Stanley
Chauvin Jr. of Louisville met
weeks ago with state police
Commissioner Truett Ricks to
coordinate the investigation.
"We decided the registry
would provide us with a list of
questions and we could get the
information," Ricks said.
He said the Pike County
commonwealth's attorney and
the state attorney general
have been given copies of the
questions.
State police Major B. L.
Sherrard, who heads what he
called the fact-finding survey,
said operators are asked
basically if they contributed to
or bought tickets for any
political candidate in the 1975
primary and general elec-
tions.
"If the answer is 'yes' we
ask to whom and what
amount," he said.. "We also
find out if it was in cash, check
or services rendered."
Sherrard said his task force
is confined to asking specific
questions.
"Most of the operators have
been most cooperative," he
said. "A few did not want to
sign the questionnaires. What
can we do if they don't? We're
simply on a fact-finding
mission."
Ricks said the scope of the
investigation is narrow at the
moment for his state police
and that the data will be sent
back to the registry and af-
fected law officials.
"If there are any
discrepancies or additional
information given to us then
that would have to be pursued
with the Pike com-
monwealth's attorney," he
said. "He has been and would
be involved with this."
Carroll aslwd the registry
and Atty. Gen. Robert
Stephens to conduct a probe.
He criticized the Courier-
Journal of Louisville for its
article about the con-
tributions.
"They have an obligation to
print the truth, but they don't
care whether or not it's the
truth," he commented during
a news conference last
February.
Robert Holcomb, one of the
sources for the story, testified
last March before the registry
that he told Courier-Journal
reporter Kyle Vance "six
figure" funds probably were
collected from all eastern
Kentucky counties.
The story said $500,000 may
have been collected from Pike
County.
"The one-half million
dollars sounds too high,"




The Carter School Parent-
Teacher Association will meet
Thursday, April 29, at 2:30 p.
m. at the school. Please note





Funds totaling $176,000 have
been awarded to Barrow Re-
search Inc, ot Richmond, Va.,
by the National Endowment for
the Humanities and the Council
on Library Resources.
The grant "will support a
large-scale test of the morpho-
line vapor deacidification proc-
ess for preserving books
through the use of a medium-
sized processor designed to
treat 50-100 books simulta-
neously "
Crossword Puzzler
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nternational Correspondents To Visit West Kentucky
Twenty-five international
correspondents and their
families will be visiting
western Kentucky on May 2,
according to Karen Cissell,
Kentucky's Western
Watertand. • - • -- -
The writers are taking part
111 one of eighLseparate tours
f the United States as part of
a program called "Caravan
America." All together, two
hundred foreign journalists
from countries on every
continent of the world will be
exploring the wonders of
America as guests of the
program, which is sponsored
-try the Wally ../iyarn Faun-
datum.
The writers and their
families, who are traveling
across the United States in
Airstream campers, will be
staying at Holiday Hills







commodations for the foreign
guests. A hopitality hour and
fish fry are planned May 2, at
Eddy Creek Port on Lake
HONOR RECIPIENTS — Spencer If. Dulaney-
 of Paducah and Yvette Watson Pyle of
Murray Route 2 were awarded plaques a
s the outstanding senior in geology and 
the
outstanding senior chemistry major respe
ctively during the annual Honors Day
Program on the Murray State University c
ampus Sunday, April 25. Making the presen-
tations is Dr. Pete Panzera, chairman of the
 Department of Chemistry and Geology.
Mrs. Pyle, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwig
ht L Watson of Murray Route 2, was also
recognized as one of the seniors listed in "
Who's Who in American Universities and
Colleges." Dulaney is the son of Mr. and Mrs
. Octavus Dulaney of 1216 Sanders Ave. in
Paducah and is married to the former Mary
 Stevens. They were among 185 students
given individual recognition tor academic exc
ellence and leadership.
t
HONORED AT MURRAY STATE Leslie Humphreys, so
n of Mrs. Anna Humphreys, 407
North 4th Street, Murray, was named philosophy studen
t of the year at Murray State
University April 25 at the University's annual Honors Da
y program. One of 185 students
honored for individual academic and leadership achieve
ment, he was presented with
his award by Dr. Wayne Sheeks chairman of the departme
nt, on the left
11111PADU:1041 Downtown Minnens If
Crossroads
YFIELD: On The Square









Originally 59 to '25
$675
Pants, Blazers, Skirts, Jackets, 
Blouses
Shorts, Tank Tops, Culottes
Barkley. The journalists will
also be given a briefing on the
area and presented with
packets of information about
the lakes region.
Tours of this nature, ac-
.cording. 4,, Mrs. cissell,
provide invaluable publicity
for the area through features
and stories about local
tourism attractions. "This
tour is especially exciting
because it involves in-
ternational journalists
representing some of the most
respected news media in the
world," she said.
Plans are also being made
to provide a morning tour for
those correspondents who
would like to become more
familiar with the attractions
of the region.
Also assisting in hosting the
foreign jounalists will be Land
' Between The Lakes, Paducah
Tourist Commission, Marshall
County Chamber of Com-






Middle School will attend a
Scholastic Tournament for
grades seven and eight on
Saturday, May 8, sporsored by
Hopkinsville Middle Schools.
Nine schools are participating
In the day long event. The
teams from Murray Middle
&hod are made up of' the
following students who were
chosen on the basis of
achievement test scores and
teacher recommendations:
Math - Elizabeth Stout,
Kayne Beasley, seventh
grade; Tim Miller, Dean
Hainsworth, eighth grade
_ English - Deborah Moffitt,
Jams Lents, seventh grade;
Mark Ferguson, Alison
Wallace, eighth grade
Science - Joel Klein, Greg
Morton, seventh grade; Amy
Ploffsinger, Brian Gray,
eighth grade
Social Studies - Randy
Wilson, Susan Lindauer,
seventh grade; Brent Boston,
Chris Hutson, eighth grade
Reading and Spelling -
Wayne Jackson, Lewis
Bossing, sesenth grade
Lynne Beatty, Doug Moore
eighth grade.
The tournament will consist
of objective tests in each of the
above-menthioned areas.
Each student participating in •
the tournament will receive a
certificate. Each student
tabular will be given ablu
ribbon and the runner up a red-
ribbon. The school with the
winning team will win a team
championship trophy.
The Murray Middle School
team wW be accompanied by.
Richard Farrell, Lee Hook.
and Ms. Doralyn Larder
teachers at Murray Middle
School.
Other school districts




Ft. Campbell, Ky.; Christian







Murray Middle School Students who will par
ticipate in
a Scholastic Tournament at Hopkinsville are,
 left to right
bottom row, Kayne Beasley, Amy Noffsinger, Jan
is Lents;
second row, Elizabeth Stout, Susan Lindauer, 
Deborah
Moffitt, Lynne Beatty; third row, Chris Hutson, Gr
eg Mor-
ton, Wayne Jackson, Brent Boston; fourth 
row„ Mark
Ferguson, Brian Gray, Joel Klein, Randy Wilson; f
ifth row,
Doug Moore, Dean Hainsworth, Tim Miller, and 
Lewis
Bossing. Not pictured is Allison Wallace.
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Natural Lemon Flavor. Com-
plete with sugar . Just add
water
3 position chrome






















Choice of Vanilla - Chocolate -
Chocolate Mint - Butterscotch






With ammonia No spotting tic,
streaking







11 Piece woven wood. Made of genuine tsubalu 
wood. Dish wa.sher safe on top
rack. Includes mixing bowl, 6 salad bowLs, fork &
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Prices good tfitough Sunday. May 2nd 0 Murray Kr hmit
right reseryeel Coetr!, h1 1916 he Kroger
U S. Gov't. Graded Choice,
SHOULDER
ROAST 
U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE
Sirloin Tip Steaks 
U.S GOVT GRADED CHOICE
Sirloin Tip Roast 
BONELESS
Flank Steak 
U.S GOVT. GRADED CHOICE. BONELESS
Boston Roll Roast 
ARGO











ONCE AGAIN THE PRICE PATROL PROVES
*'ROGER IS THE GROCERY met LEADER




U.S GOV T GRADED CHOICE FAMILY P
Cube Steak LB )1
—*US GOAT GRADED CHOICE
SWANSOFT
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fire tail Item all -Peb
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Steaks before neighing
and pricint
U S Gov't. Graded Choice
'People's Choice" Beef
US GOVT GRADED CHOICE PORTERHOUSE
Steak TAIL LESS 168
BE
Short Ribs L. 79c
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Turbot Fillets 99c
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EterythIng you buy at Pro
let r1 guaranteed or your
tot W 107010,1 regardless
of manufacturer 11 you are
not settled, Kroger will re
Dist@ your lee with the
same brand or a comparable
brand or refund your our •
Chase erode.
At else yoarantie that we cr17 do everything io 11111,
201U7 10 hie, amOl. suppl.r s of ail adrrrtised
sreciais on our shelves when you sh09 1or flinn.
due 10 tomtit/04u heiond Our control we rid! Out of in
advertised special we twit tubitilute the same item
coorionYable band (when such an lite .5
available) reflecting the ,arne %arises or 0 yOu
refer give you a 'llarn Cheri- *Ouch entitles you to
the same advertised special at lb* same spur' al once
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LAMgDA CHI ALPHA WINS ALL-CAMPUS SIM.,
The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha, who reside at 1505 West Main Street, claimed a first place victory in the
Greek fraternity division of All-Campus Sing. The annual event, sponsored by Sigma Alpha Iota musk frater-
nity, was held on Wednesday, April 21. The colorful song-lest was held in the ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union Building on the campus of Murray State University.
Lambda Chi Alpha's winning selections were "I Believe," and "The Battle Hymn of the Republic." Directed by
Danny Patterson and accompanied on the piano by the fraternity's Crescent Girl, Kathy Crow, the group
began their rehearsals March 1 in order to prepare for the singing contest. They captured first place - the fifth
time in as many years of competition. This succession of victories is unmatched in the history of All-Campus
Sing.
Winning in the sorority division was Alpha Omicron Pi. Hester Hall and the Baptist Student Union were
automatic winners in the Dorm and Independent divisions, respectively. Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority won the
award for the best poster. Chosen as the best director of All-Campus Sing was lack Crook who directed Alpha
Sigma Alpha Sorority. The judges for All-Campus Sing were Sheila Miller, Owensboro; Dean Dowdy, Madison-
ville; and Sharon Smith of Charleston, Missouri.
MoreWomen Live Longer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
There are more women than
men In America, and the
women live longer. But in jobs and education.
females have a long way to go Such are the findings in one
before pulling even with males of the most comprehensive















status of American women.
The report, the first of its
kind by the Census Bureau,
shows demographic, social
and economic trends among
women.
It shows women comprise
51.3 per cent of the population
of 213,137,000. There are 5.6
million more women than
men. By 1973, women could
expect to live an average of
nearly eight years longer than
men, compared with 3.5 years
longer in 1930.
The figures show the
number of women in the labor
force nearly doubled between
1950 and 1974 to 35.9 million,
while the number of men
increased by only one-fourth
to 57.3 million. But the income
differences between men and
women remain substantial —
the median earnings for
women were $6,772 in 1974,
compared with $11,835 for
men.
The report shows that
among people ages 25 to 29,
approximately 77 women had
completed at least four years
of college for every 100 men in
1975, compared with 66 women
for every 100 men in 1950.
"Of course, the women's
movement has had an im-
pact," said Paula J.
Schneider, who headed a
group of census staffers to
plan and coordinate the
report. "But it's hard to say if
AFTER EASTER SALE




















the movement was a cause or
an effect. The movement was
helped because lots of women
had to work, and it en-
couraged women by
publicizing the fact that the
working woman was not
alone."
Mrs. Schneider, who works
in the bureau's population
division, said that -she hopes
ite women's movement will
work to improve salaries for
women and day care.
Other findings in the report
show:
—A growing proportion of
women are single or divorced
and not remarried. In 19'75,
almost 40 per cent of women\
ages 20 to 24 were single.
compared with 28 per cent ir
1950.
—The number of female-
headed families has increased
by 73 per cent since 1960 to 7.2
million. They now comprise 13
per cent of all families.
—Women have gone from a
near-record high fertility rate
in the late 1950s to an all-time'
low in recent years. Womer
under 30 are increasingl
favoring the two-child family
The report shows that one of
the strongest indications of tht
changing social and economic
role of women in the last tss.
decades has been their entp
into the labor force.
. By 1974, there were 63
women for every 100 men in
the labor force, compared
with 41 women for every 1(0
men in 1950, the material
shows.
At the same time, the report
shows that in both 1970 and
1974, the median income of
women college graduates age
25 and older who worked ful:-
time was only 60 per cent of
comparable male median
incomes. The authors write
that women college graduates
had incomes that were, on the
average, lower than men who




COLOMA, Calif. AP) — It
was James W Marshall who
picked up some yellow miners:
he found in the trailrace of
John Sutter's sawmill on the
American River the morning of
Jan. 24, 1848. The result was a
gold rush
Marshall. however, died a
pauper, unable to establish a
clam of his own to some of the
gold-rich areas He entered a
series of bad business projects
and went heavily into debt.
In 1890 the State Legislature
built a monument to Marshall
overlooking the spot where he
found the gold
The combined port of Long
Reach and Los Angeles is the
largest on the Pacific Coast
U—  —
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Humidity Hughes Cousin Asks For More
Can Help Time To Search For A Will
Slow Fire
WASHINGTON 1AP) —
Keeping the humidity high in
your house may not only be
more_comfortable, but it also
could give you added minutes
to escape in case of fire, a
Harvard University physicist
said today.
"The study of heat capacity
effect of walls of a room
suggest that the variation in
the normal amounts of ab-
sorbed moisture. can have an
important influence on fire
growth," said Dr. Howard W.
Emmons.
The physicist, who has
burned up severr4 Aximplete
rooms to test the dynamics of
fire, said increased moisture
in walls boosts their heat
capacity — the ability to
absorb heat without a large
rise in temperature.
large heat capacity in walls




The added minutes before
flames envelope the room can
be enough to allow escape, he
said.




to wallboard and other
construction materials to
increase their heat capacity.
Emmons said the United
States has one of the world's
worst fire-loss records
although it has some of the
best firefighting capability.
Fires annually 'Cause about
12,000 deaths, 300,000 serious
burn injuries and ap-
proximately $3 billion in
property damage, he said.
Emmons attributed the toll
to Americans living in more.
flammable environments.
"We have a high living







NEW YORK APr — The At-
lanta Music Festival Associ-
ation has given 340,000 toward
the settings for "Aida," which
the Metropolitan Opera will
Present on tour this spring
The Atlanta association is the
Sponsor of the Met's annual vis-
it to the Georgia capital
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
cousin of the late Howard
Hughes has asked for an
additional four to five weeks to
complete a worldwide search
for the eccentric billionaire's
will.
Documents filed in Los
Angeles Superior Court
Rob W. Parker,
Paducah, son of Mrs. An-
na Parker and the late R.
Don Parker of Murray, has
been selected for
promotion to chief
warrant officer, Grade W-
3, USNR-R. He has been a
member of the Paducah
Naval Reserve Unit since
1964 and has held many
positions with the unit,
presently serving as
training officer, a billet he
has served in for the past
six years. He began his
Naval Reserve career as
petty officer 2-C and ad-
vanced to chief petty of-
ficer. He was selected for
the° warrant officer
program and received his
appointment in Decem-
ber 1969 and com-
missioned to W-2
Warrant in 1971. During
active duty. Parker served
with the Destroyer Forces
Pacific fleet during the
Korean Conflict Parker is
a 1950 graduate of
Murray Training School
and is employed by
Shawnee Steam Plant,
Paducah. He has one
daughter, Robin Anne
Parker of Paducah, and
one son, Michael Parker
of Birmingham, Ala.
Monday by Richard C. Gano
Jr. included a letter signed by
Hughes March 3, 1938. The
letter asked a Texas bank to
place two envelopes — one
reportedly containing the will,
the other instructions — in
safekeeping.
But Gano said that bank has
since merged with another. So
far, he said, only a safety
deposit box key has been
found, and what it opens,
nobody knows.
The Los Angeles Times said
it had learned from sources
close to Hughes' business
empire that many copies of
the key had been made and
.are being widely circulated to
banks m several slates. The
key was found, the report said,
in an office here formerly used
by Hughes that was locked
until his death April 5.
Gano, 60, of Anaheim, Calif.,
is one of 12 first cousins of
Hughes. He has been ap-
pointed administrator of
Hughes' California properties.
The entire Hughes estate is
estimated to be worth more
than $2 billion.
Gano said he understood it
was Hughes' intention to leave
the bulk of his estate to
medical research.
Annette Gano Lurrunis of
Houston, the elderly aunt of
Hughes and Gano, earlier had
been appointed temporary
administrator of all the
Hughes' holdings. She
relinquished her claim to his
personally held California
property in a disclaimer filed
Monday in conjunction with
Gano's papers.
Los Angeles County Public,
Administrator Bruce Altman:
has filed a motion to removi:::
Gano as special aef.:7
ministrator. A hearing on the':
matter was scheduled f>-:
today before Superior Court.:
Judge Neil Lake.
Gano said Altman's in-:
terference had hampered.
efforts to locate the will which'
Hughes associates insist 1*
left — somewhere.
Bank officials informed htrri,
it 1r ould take four to IL)*
weeks to canvass records itV
several states where Hughet
could have left the will, Gano'
said.
"I am further informed,"
Gano continued, "that an,
exhaustive worldwide search
of buildings, record storage
areas, file rooms, vaults,
aircraft hangars and other
possible locations of evidence
which would assist in the
discovery of the whereabouts
of such last will is cosy;
tinuing."
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Bill That Would Reduce
Unemployment Attacked
WASHINGTON (AP) —The
Senate is studying a bill that
would require the federal
government to reduce
unemployment to 3 per cent,
but the measure is already
being attacked by _President
Ford,. who says it would ceSt
too much money.
The bill, which Ford called
"a vast election-year
boondoggle," was introduced
on Monday by Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey. It would require
the unemployment rate to hit
the 3 per cent mark within
four years.
_Sponsored principally by
Humphrey and Rep. Augustus
Hawkins, D-Calif., the bill
would not require the federal
government to create jobs
until all resources of the
private sector had been
utilized and all other
provisions of the act had been
employed.
In explaining the bill before
a Senate labor subcommittee
earlier this month, Humphrey
said the legislation is founded
on the philosophy that "if
people cannot obtain em-
ployment through any other
means, it is better to give
them a job funded by the
government than it is to write
those people a check to do
nothing."
But Ford said he opposes the
bill as too costly, calling it "a
classic example of the way the
misguided Majority in recent
congresses reacts. Anything
that seems wrong with the
economy, -"'.the federal
government must rush in and-




motivated" and called the bill'
"a serious and thoughtful
attempt fo provide goodlobs'
for more Axner.icans without
inflation."
The bill would set up
economic planning capacity in
the White House, require anti-
inflation policy-making and
would establish a program to
stabilize state and local
governments during
recessions.
But the centerpiece of the
act is its philosophy that
"Work be substituted for
welfare, unemployment
compensation and income
maintenance spending to the
maximum extent possible."
To this end, provision is
made for a range of em-
ployment programs,
&Specially in depressed areas
and among groups with
special unemployment
problems, such as the young.
Humphrey said cutting
unemployment from today's
7.5 per cent to 3 per cent by
1980 would result in some $500
billion more in economic
production plus cutbacks in
welfare and the federal
deficit.
He said it is impossible to
estimate accurately precise
costs of the plan because they
will depend on the strength of
economic recovery, the rate of
growth in the labor force and
the specific design of the job
creation programs. But he
said even with the type of
moderate economic recovery
seen by the administration,
two million to three million
persons still would be jobless
between now and 1980.
FILM FESTIVAL
NEW YORK AP) — Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer says "That's
Entertainment, Part 2" has
been named to open the 30th
annual Cannes International
Film Festival-A4a) 13.
MGM said the film, an en-
core of -That's Entertain-
ment" spotlighted top MGM
movies of the past.
Decision On Missiles
Hinges On SALT Talks
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
final Ford administration
decision on producing ad-
ditional long-range
Minuteman III missiles will
hinge on the course of U.S.-
Soviet nuclear arms lintitation
talks and Russian weapons
growth between now and
September.
The Pentagon plans to speed
procurement of more
powerful new multiple
warheads for Minuteman HE
intercontinental ballistic
missiles (IGHNfil regardless of
whether the negotiatin'g
deadlock is broken.
This prospect emerged after
the announcement Monday
that President Ford is asking
Congress for $322.4 million to
start manufacturing the new
Mark 12A warhead a year
earlier than had been planned
and the option of continuing
production of the triple-
warhead Minuteman III.
The White House an-
nouncement came as Ford
prepared to leave for Texas to
campaign for next Saturday's
Republican presidential
primary. Ronald Reagan, his
opponent, has charged that
Ford is letting the United
States fall behind Russia in
military strength.
Ford's request is a reversal
of an earlier tentative decision
to shut down the Minuteman
production - line. However,
Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld told Congress in
.January it might be necessary
to continue Minuteman
production, "depending on the
outcome of SALT H
negotiations and our con-
tinuing assessment of Soviet
ICBM programs."
Fallowing the White House
announcement, the Pentagon
said Ford's action "does not
constitute a final decision to
continue production" in the
budget year starting next
October 1. "It does, however,
give us the option to continue
production if necessary," the
Pentagon said.
Rumsfeld expects to review
the situation before Sep-
tember, the Pentagon said.
No such qualification was
stated in connection with
plans for speeding production
of the Mark 12A warhead,
which would have the blast
power of about 400,000 tons of
TNT, twice that of present
Minuteman II warheads.
A total of $266.1 million _
would be spent on turning out
an additional 60 missiles next
V
year, if a decision is made to
continue Minuteman III
production and if Congress
approves.
There is no intention to
increase the total number of
land-based Minuteman
missiles beyond the present
1,000 in firing' position, the
Pentagon said, because the
interim SALT agreement now





probably would change the
"mix," now composed of 550
Minuteman HI missiles, each
armed with three in-
dependently targetable
warheads, and 450 Minuteman
Ils fitted with single
warheads. In that event, the
Pentagon likely would in-
crease the number of
Minuteman His to 600 or 610




an Philip Darnell, whose
parents are retired USAF
Technical Sergeant and
Mrs. H. B. Darnell of Rt. 2
Murray, has been selec-
ted for technical training





at Lackland AFB, Tex.,
where he studied the Air
Force mission,
organization and customs
and received special in-
struction in human
relations.
Airman Darnell, a 1973
graduate of North Mar-















JIM ADAMS IGII GUARANTEES YOUR MEAT
PURCHASE TO BE SATISFACTORY, IF FOR ANY
REASON YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH YOUR
MEAT PURCHASE, THEN JIM ADAMS IGft WILL
REFUND YOUR FULL PURCHASE PRICE. IF YOU





'4 cup walnut pieces
12 cup sifted flour
Ya cup sugar
I' 4 tsp. soda
1 tsp. baking powder
1-2 tsp. salt
1 qt. strawberries
1 cup whipping cream, whipped
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SOUTHSIDE ED,
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BUTTER 2 LB. . .




FOR THURSDAY, ArItlL 29,1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr 201
Stress your foresightedness in.
order to prevent witless errors.
Don't leap at ideas or
suggestions made by those who
could mislead through a
pleasing manner.
TAURUS
( Apr 21 to May 211 tWol"
Follow your hunches now An
idea which may seem a bit
-offbeat" when first conceived
could prove to be a real in-
spiration.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 169
Mercury, in excellent
position, puts your native
ingenuity and perceptiveness at
a peak. A time in which to
spread your wings a bit — if
tune and obligations permit.
CANCER
;June 22 to July 23) GPO
Dogged persistence will be
day's need; also, the fortitude
not to break your stride
hesitantly when obstacles, new
problems appear. Use that
bright mind of yours!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .1244-itt--tendency toward
lethargy since solar influences
promise fine achievement if
you're "on the ball." The Leoite
is rarely lax, but such in-
clinations prevail now.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPii.
Your ability to weather
"stormy" periods will be of
great help now. You may run
into some opposition, some
unexpected situations, but
eventual returns will be worth
fighting for.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23
Patience and a sense of
humor needed now Do not let
minor annoyances get the
better of you or you may blow
them out of proportion.
SCORPIO •
( Oci 24 to Nov. 72) • sr.
Fine influences should help
you put this day "over the top."
Polish up a dormant talent•for
unique, unexpected use.
TTSAGIARIUS a
1Nov. 23 to Dec. 2D -cs
Uncertainty could offset your
best efforts, so be decisive.
Marshal all your talents, will
power and know-how with a
view toward taking brisk steps
forward.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't slacken ; your efforts
because others are in a
frivolous mood. Consider your
own interests - - especially now
when influences stimulate new
ideas for improving your status.
AQUARIUS
IJan. 21 to Feb. 19) "`""' ;
Eine stellar aspects en-
courage your creative interests.
Also favored: romance, family
concerns and cultural ac-
tivities.
PISCES XC1
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You may encounter some
opposition, but it need not deter
your better efforts. Handle it
diplomatically --and go on to
bigger and better achievement.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly sensitive and truly
imaginative; have an especial
affinity for the arts. You are a
true humanitarian and would
make an excellent physician,
sociologist or educator. You
make the most of modern
devices and your thinking is
truly progressive. You have a
great love of beauty, both as
applied to nature and the arts;
are extremely discriminating in
your tastes. A wholesome
outlook on life and optimism in
the face of obstacles are also
notable traits Fields in which
you could excel: writing,
)ournalism, diplomacy. music
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PARAMOUNT. PICKLES 22 oz.
Polish Gherkins - - - 59C
SOUTHSIDE: S300.00
NORTHSIDE 5300.00














WASHINGTON ( API — The
Agriculture Department is
tentatively projecting a huge
1976 grain harvest that could
help slow anticipated in-
creases in the price of food in
the coming year and a half.
The Department's Outlook
and Situation Board said
Friday the 1976 wheat crop
could turn out to be some 2
billion bushels, second only to
last year's record crop of 2,1
billion bushels and that a
record corn crop of nearly 6.4
billion bushels is a possibility.
Bumper grain production
last year contributed
significantly to a slowdown in
retail food prices, department
experts say. Last year's
record corn crop of 5.8 billion
bushels has meant reduced
feed costs for livestock
producers, triggering a larger
production and lower con-
sumer prices for grain-fed
beef, pork, poultry and dairy
products.
But there is new evidence
that retail food prices, after
sagging in recent months, are
going to start rising again.
The main reason is that
supermarket beef prices,
which figure heavily in family
grocery bills, are beginning to
climb or will climb in the near
future.
Retail food prices dropped
during the first three months
of this year, mainly because of
substantial declines in meat
prices. Farmers have borne
the brunt of this, receiving
lower prices for meat
animals, particularly cattle.
But prices of live cattle have
rebounded sharply the past
month. Wholesale prices have
shot up and experts say those
increases are bound to be felt




price of choice-grade steers,
which produce the tenderest
cuts, jumped more than 26 per
cent from mid-March to mid-
April and wholesale beef
carcasses rose 22.6 per cent
during the same period.
Whether the full increase at
that level will be passed on the
consumers is hard to
determine, department ex-
perts said. Middlemen have
had wide price margins
between what they pay
producers for live cattle and
what they charge consumers
f,r- beef at retail stores, and
part of the gains may be
absorbed by them_
But if past history is an
indicator, shoppers this month
or next will feel at least some
effect of the beef price climb.
Government experts say
retail food prices will resume
their rise after three months
of dropping back slightly. But
they say the increases will be
much smaller than in recent
years.
Although not yet willing to
predict what might happen to
food prices for all of 1976, the
Agriculture Department says
the gain will be substantially
less than the 8.5 per cent rise
in 1975. _Food prices climbed
14.5 per cent in each of the two
previous years, and the
department says this year's
increase will be the smallest
since 1972, when food costs
rose about 4.5 per cent.
While predicting the large
grain crops, department of-
ficials warned "there are no
reliable techniques of an-
ticipating" problems that
could alter 1976- output. The
eventual supply for U.S.
buyers will depend on how
much world demand is made
for U.S. grain. But given the
size of crops and exports now
projected, there will be large
buildups in grain "carry-
over" reserves by the time
1977 harvests are ready.
SAN ANTONIO—Airm-
an Richard A. Maupin. son
of Mrs. Oretha M. Maupin
of 313 Woodlawn
Murray, has been selec-
ted for tethnical training





at I ackland AFB, Tex.,
where he studied the Air
force mission,
organiiation and customs
and received special in-
struction in human
relations.
Airman Maupin is a 19—,
graduate of Murray Iligh
School. His father, Perry D.
Maupin, also resides in
Murray.
s
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Offer expi;es Saturday, May 1
with this coupon







































































































































































































For Natural "Fresh Flower"
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lose Weight Without Drugs-
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-
Science Fair Winners
NORTH SIXTH GRADERS who won prizes in the science fair are left to right
Marlene teach, teacher; Kevin Hopkiris and Phillip Orr, first place; Trisha Clark,
second place; and Rita Duncan, third place.
NORTH SEVENTH GRADERS who won science fair honors are from left to right:
Lucille Potts, teacher, Danny Garland and David Garland, first place; Mitzi










MIDDLE SCHOOL .1%4N•titS in the science fair are from left to right Mar) till
dsey, Caioi-Sears,-Carolyn MatthiiisTieann Bridwelf, Nafafie Garfield, Susan
Shirley, Christine Grogan, Barry Morrison, Phil Resig and Lynn Hargrove.
IC
NORTH EIGHTH GRADERS who won prizes in the science fair are from left to
right: Ronnie Walker, teacher; lames Bibb and Guy Fury, first place; Tim Feltner,
second place-, and Sharon Boggess third place.
r, •
Winners in the elementary el in the Science fair for the city school system
are left to right Heidi Barret Dale Taylor, David Denton, Valerie Cum. Tracy
Beyer and Mary Ann Gordor
Old Oak Tree
Restaurant
OVERLOOKING BEA I 'liii I
_KENTUCKY LAKE
Located at Buchanan Resort(Near Paris Landing)
Phone 642-8810
Don and Karen Hixson, owners ti-) operators


















;IS Oak Tree invites you to help .soursell to our
,,tant Salad Bar. Our compliments with 
your
ventng meal.
---- SOMETHING FOR EVERY TASTE
THE THREE LEGGED CHICKEN SPECIAL
1/2 PLUS FRIED CHICKEN IN BLACK 
SKILLET
SWEET & SOUR PORK
SLICED LOIN OF PORK IN OUR OWN
SWEET AND SOUR SAUCE
COUNTRY HAM STEM RED EYE GRAVY






















III the (.4fee You Lon Ilrink!
Priunte Banquet Room .for all sour Need'
Application Deadline For
GI Bill Is In Three Months
The application deadline for
women veterans eligible for a
special retroactive GI Bin




Women who attended sc-
hool under, the GI Bill bet-
ween June 1, 1966, and October
24, 1972, may qualify to
recieve a lump sum of about
$30 per month for each month
in training. The payment is to
 equa1t2e benefits- with - male
veterans who were married
while in training.
Women veterans must
contact a VA regional office
before July 1 and must furnish
proof of marriage while.„.tri
training to be paid the
retroactive sum.
Letters with a form on the
reverse which should be
completed and mailed to a VA
regional office before July 1
were mailed by VA to 75,000
women veterans in February.
This group attended school
under the GI Bill during the
specified time period, but the
agency- does not have the
authority to pay without
receiving applications from
these veterans.
Women who trained after
October 24, 1972, have already
been paid on the same basis as
.their male counterparts. The
law does not allow the ad-
ditional amount for husbands
to be paid to women who
• OTHER STYLES AVAILMILf
• LAYAWAY NOW
-
trained under the World War
II and Korean Conflict GI
Bills.
Assistance on applications
can be obtained from VA
offices and from veterans
service organizations.
DRAWINGS EXHIBIT
LOS ANGELES 1 AP ) - An
exhibit of old master drawings
will be presented at the Los An-
geles County Museum of Art
April 28-June 13.
-- -The 273-t4em _
•'provide a comprehensive sur-
vey of the history and develop-
ment of European master
drawings from the 14th to the







MOTHERS DAY IS MAY 9t4
Karen displaying this areas finest salad bar.
Stalks









W/ FRIED MUSHROOMS 
GRAIN FED 100Z RIB EYE 750
STEAK W /ALL THE TRIMMINGS 
BACON WRAPPED FILET MIGNON 650
WI MUSHROOM GRAVY
BACON, LETTUCE, TOMATO, SANDWICH
CHAR-BROILED HAMBURGER LARGE
w /LETTUCE & TOMATO I BAKED POTATO
OR FRENCH FRIED FRIES
395
aft reu •1114
•••• me CM Me..
OM .1. swim (Ws •
OW r.t,
glikes , clams. gem
PEEL AND EAT BOILED SHRIMII 590
HOT OR COLD W /OUR SEM000 SAUCE
T LAKE TROT LINE CATFISH W/ MAMMY'S 395
HUSHPUPPIES I. MADE W/ SPIRITS) & TRIMMINGS
„i
BOILED IF YOU WANT ) 
i/8,,,,LED LOBSTER TAIL W/ LEMON. BUTTER 795
PIED OYSTERS OR,SHRIMP W/ TRIMMINGS 575
GULF BANK RED SNAPPER 495
FRIED OR BROILED W/Si. ICED ALMONDS
Pt ATTER OF OYSTERS ON THE HALE SHELL 595 .
FRESH FROM THE GULF. IN SEASON
-STEAT—IN TAIL°LD" 
OAK TREE SPECIAL,...--'4 .
995
BROILED FILET MIGNON W/ LOBSTER TAIL
DRAWN BUTTER. FRIED MUSHROOMS, 0144044
RINGS BAKED POTATO, SALAD BAR





Armour s 12 oz
Pan Size Bacon
Bacon Ends & Pieces
Armour Star Beef
• 111.• A.51.•pping C *yaw 114orre, Ily
























Fresh Chicken Livers 99' Lb
Fresh Chicken Gizzards 89 lb


























































Limit 6 Cans Please
Del Monte Catsup  al 81'
Kraft Thousand Isl. Dressing Pt 69'









48' Kellogg's Pop Tarts
53C Dry Gt. Northern Beans





Richtex 36 Ca $1'5





last Week's Gail Guiffoil









Scot Lad Cheese Spread











1 lb Sticks 49(
6 Pack 75'

















Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON #80014
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Lirnit 1 Per Family
COUPON 061490
Limit 1 Per Fain' IN
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
I Amit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
Folgers • General Mills 409 Chef's Gold Medal Dishwasher liquid Bath Size Dore
Coffee
S

























Kxpires 54-76 Expires 5-4-76 Expires 5-4-76 Expires 5-4-76 Expires 5-4-76 Expi res 5-4-76 Expires 5-4-76 Expires 5-4-76 Expires 5-476 /aspires 54-76
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